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As a teacher of English, we’re sure you will 
agree that teaching a foreign language can be 

stimulating, rewarding, and, even on occasion, a lot of 
fun! By the same token, teaching English also requires 
dedication, hard work and comes with its own unique 
set of challenges – a busy curriculum, large class sizes 
and, most commonly, uninspiring teaching materials. 

Here at Scholastic, we understand teachers and 
students. We are here to connect with your classes and 
to save you time. In our range of graded readers and 
teachers’ resource books you will find a wealth of lively, 
meaningful content that has the potential to turn an 
otherwise dull lesson into an exciting one. Your students 
might find themselves reading a biography of Michael 
Jackson, practising a Kung Fu Panda chant or acting 
out a scene from Shrek! 

Learning English requires commitment. It takes time 
and perseverance. It can be challenging and, at times, 
frustrating. But, most importantly, it should also be fun. 
At Scholastic, we’ve never lost sight of that. 

Wishing you and your students all the best for the future!

Jacquie Bloese

Publisher
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Shrek – synopsis 

Shrek is a scary ogre who lives on his own in a swamp. When the evŠ  

Lord Farquaad sends some fairy tale characters to live in the swamp, 

Shrek isn’t happy. 

Princess FÚ na lives in a castle guarded by a dragon. Lord Farquaad 

wants to marry her so that he can become King. He says that if 

Shrek rescues Princess FÚ na he wŠ l send the fairy tale characters 

away from Shrek’s swamp. Shrek and his new friend, Donkey, rescue 

FÚ na together. On the way back to Lord Farquaad, Shrek and FÚ na 

realise that they have a lot in common and start to fall in love. 

Donkey discovers that FÚ na has a secret: at night she turns into an 

ogre like Shrek.

Lord Farquaad comes to meet FÚ na and they prepare for their 

wedding. Donkey tells Shrek that FÚ na loves him and, with Dragon, 

they hurry to the wedding. As the sun sets, FÚ na turns into an ogre. 

Lord Farquaad is horrified, but Shrek is very happy. Dragon eats Lord 

Farquaad, and Shrek and FÚ na get married. They begin a new life 

together as ogres in the swamp. 

Popcorn ELT Readers

Teacher’s Notes

Welcome to the Popcorn ELT Readers series, a graded readers series for 

low-level learners of English. These free teacher’s notes wŠ l help you and 

your classes get the most from your Shrek Popcorn ELT Reader.

Level 1

Popcorn ELT Readers level 1 is for students who are beginning to read in English, 

based on a 200 headword list. There are no past tenses at this level. 

Shrek has a total story wordcount of 546 words.

For ideas on watching extracts from the fŠ m in class, 

see pages 3, 5, 6 and 11 of these notes.

Shrek – the fŠ m

Released: 2001

Genre: animated comedy

Suitable for: all chŠ dren 

Actors: Mike Myers (voice of 

Shrek), Cameron Diaz (voice of 

Princess FÚ na), Eddie Murphy 

(voice of Donkey)

Awards: Oscar for best 

animated fŠ m 

Other Shrek fi lms: Shrek 2 

(2004), Shrek the Third (2007), 

Shrek Forever After (2010)

Why not try the other 

Shrek Popcorn 

ELT Readers?

● Shrek 2 (level 2)

● Shrek the Third (level 3) 

● Shrek Forever After 

 (level 3)

SHREK ™ & © 2011 DreamWorks AnimatÚ n LLC. All Rights Reserved. 

Download FREE teachers’ resource sheets for every title at www.popcorneltreaders.com
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POPCORN ELT 
READERS

Welcome to the 
exciting world of 
Popcorn ELT Readers!
Popcorn ELT Readers are the new series of low-level, 
graded readers from Scholastic. Based on popular films, TV 
series, and classic children’s literature, Popcorn ELT Readers 
are targeted at students in the early stages of learning 
English. They are published at three levels following a 
carefully graded syllabus. 

What are headwords?
Headwords are the selection of words that students are expected to know 
at different stages of their language learning studies, without recourse to a 
dictionary.

Fun and motivating stories!
The Popcorn Readers make reading fun by bringing instantly recognisable 
films and TV series into the classroom. Students will be motivated to read 
and most importantly to keep on reading!

Appropriate level of challenge
The Popcorn ELT Readers are published at three language levels, all aimed 
at low-level students learning to read in English. The syllabus and headword 
lists have been carefully designed by a specialist language learning 
consultant and present a gradual progression from level to level. A ‘New 
Words’ page before each story introduces items of vocabulary that occur in 
the text, in addition to those in the headword list.

Links to the real world
The ‘Real World’ spread after each story 
provides students with cross-curricular or cross-
cultural information, linked to the content of 
the reader. Not only does this expand students’ 
knowledge of a subject, but it places the story in 
a context. 

A full range of fun activities
Students learn languages in different ways and 
the five-page activity section in each Popcorn 
Reader reflects this, by catering for the student’s 
multiple intelligences and learning styles. All 
students have the opportunity to really engage 
with the story they have read, through a variety 
of fun activities. 

Teacher’s notes, audio and extra 
resources
Each Popcorn Reader comes with free online 
teacher’s notes, providing suggestions on how 
to get the most from the reader, along with full 
answer key. Each reader is also available with 
an audio recording of the story, rounded off 
by a chant. Check our website for interactive 
activities linked to each title too!

And… don’t forget the popcorn! 
Each Popcorn Reader has a  
popcorn image hidden  
somewhere in the reader.  
Can your students find it?

Why choose Popcorn ELT 
Readers?

Level 1  For students beginning 200 headwords Story wordcount:
(Early Beginner) to read in English  500 words

Level 2  For students gaining 250 headwords Story wordcount:
(Mid-Beginner) confidence in reading  800 words
 in English

Level 3  For students reading 300 headwords Story wordcount:
(High Beginner) confidently in English  1,100 words

Inside every Popcorn 
Reader
Meet…
Meet the key  
characters  
before reading  
the story.

Real World
Cross-curricular  
or cross-cultural  
information,  
linked to the  
topic or  
themes of the  
reader.

Imagine  
and Chant
Motivating  
drama and  
chanting  
activities.
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Puzzle time
Activities for  
different learner  
types.
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Shrek – synopsis 

Shrek is a scary ogre who lives on his own in a swamp. When the evil 

Lord Farquaad sends some fairy tale characters to live in the swamp, 

Shrek isn’t happy. 

Princess Fiona lives in a castle guarded by a dragon. Lord Farquaad 

wants to marry her so that he can become King. He says that if 

Shrek rescues Princess Fiona he will send the fairy tale characters 

away from Shrek’s swamp. Shrek and his new friend, Donkey, rescue 

Fiona together. On the way back to Lord Farquaad, Shrek and Fiona 

realise that they have a lot in common and start to fall in love. 

Donkey discovers that Fiona has a secret: at night she turns into an 

ogre like Shrek.

Lord Farquaad comes to meet Fiona and they prepare for their 

wedding. Donkey tells Shrek that Fiona loves him and, with Dragon, 

they hurry to the wedding. As the sun sets, Fiona turns into an ogre. 

Lord Farquaad is horrifi ed, but Shrek is very happy. Dragon eats Lord 

Farquaad, and Shrek and Fiona get married. They begin a new life 

together as ogres in the swamp. 

Popcorn ELT Readers

Teacher’s Notes

Welcome to the Popcorn ELT Readers series, a graded readers series for 

low-level learners of English. These free teacher’s notes will help you and 

your classes get the most from your Shrek Popcorn ELT Reader.

Level 1
Popcorn ELT Readers level 1 is for students who are beginning to read in English, 

based on a 200 headword list. There are no past tenses at this level. 

Shrek has a total story wordcount of 546 words.

For ideas on watching extracts from the fi lm in class, 

see pages 3, 5, 6 and 11 of these notes.

Shrek – the fi lm

Released: 2001

Genre: animated comedy

Suitable for: all children 

Actors: Mike Myers (voice of 

Shrek), Cameron Diaz (voice of 

Princess Fiona), Eddie Murphy 

(voice of Donkey)

Awards: Oscar for best 

animated fi lm 

Other Shrek fi lms: Shrek 2 

(2004), Shrek the Third (2007), 

Shrek Forever After (2010)

Why not try the other 

Shrek Popcorn 

ELT Readers?

● Shrek 2 (level 2)

● Shrek the Third (level 3) 

● Shrek Forever After 

 (level 3)

SHREK ™ & © 2011 DreamWorks Animation LLC. All Rights Reserved. 

www.popcorneltreaders.com
6

Download FREE teachers’ resource sheets for every title at

Have you seen the FREE  
Popcorn ELT Readers  
Teacher’s Notes yet?
Packed full of ideas on how to use graded readers with younger  
classes, this rich online resource really adds value to your reader.  
The Teacher’s Notes include step-by-step lesson plans, an ideas bank of  
extra activities, chapter quizzes for your students, answer keys, a cross-curricular 
project and ten full-colour downloadable flashcards! 

Go to www.popcorneltreaders.com for more information, or follow the link on the 
inside cover of your Popcorn ELT Reader.
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Early Beginner

Level 1 Sample Page

Level 1
200 headwords (story up to 500 words)
Sample language includes: present simple, present continuous, can for ability, simple adverbs of 
frequency.
The sample language does not include all elements of the full syllabus for this level.

™ & © 2011 DreamWorks Animation LLC. 
All Rights Reserved.

Actual text size is larger than shown here



Download FREE teachers’ resource sheets for every title at www.popcorneltreaders.com
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High BeginnerMid-Beginner

Level 2 Sample Page

™ & © 2011 DreamWorks Animation LLC.  
All Rights Reserved.

© 2010 Universal Studios Licensing LLLP. 
Nanny McPhee and the Big Bang © Universal 
Studios. All Rights Reserved.

8 9

Level 2
250 headwords (story up to 800 words)
Sample language includes: past simple & some common irregular pasts, going to future, 
would like + infinitive.
The sample language does not include all elements of the full syllabus for this level.

Level 3
300 headwords (story up to 1100 words)
Sample language includes: past simple & some common irregular pasts, going to future, must 
and have to, regular comparatives and superlatives, simple infinitive of purpose.
The sample language does not include all elements of the full syllabus for this level.
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Actual text size is larger than shown here Actual text size is larger than shown here



Download FREE teachers’ resource sheets for every title at www.popcorneltreaders.com

Level 1 Early Beginner Level 1 Early Beginner

For students beginning to read English For students beginning to read English
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Mr Bean: Royal Bean
Mr Bean loves the Queen and drinks his tea from a mug with her 
picture on it. When he accidentally breaks the mug, his search for a 
new one takes him inside Buckingham Palace itself.

A comic strip reader featuring the internationally acclaimed character, 
Mr Bean.
Mr Bean ™ & © Tiger Aspect Productions Ltd. All Rights Reserved

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/royalbean to download the free 
 teachers’ resource sheets for this title.

Madagascar
In the New York Zoo, Alex, a lion; Marty, a zebra; Melman, a giraffe; 
and Gloria, a hippo; are best friends. But when Marty escapes in a bid 
to experience life outside the zoo, his three friends break free to find 
him. Their travels take them across the ocean en route for Africa, until 
an accident on board finds  
the animals washed up on  
thebeautiful but bewildering  
island of Madagascar. 
™ & © 2011 DreamWorks Animation  
LLC. All Rights Reserved. 

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/madagascar1 to download the free 
 teachers’ resource sheets for this title.

Ice Age
Ice Age is set at the dawn of the Ice Age. Manny, a woolly mammoth, 
Sid, an amusing sloth, and Diego, a hungry sabre-toothed tiger, team 
up to save a human baby. As they journey across the ice to return 
the child to its father, Manny, Sid and Diego face many adventures 
together and become unlikely but firm friends.

 Ice Age ™ & © 2010 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. 
 All Rights Reserved.

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/iceage1 to download the free teachers’
  resource sheets for this title.

Shrek
When Shrek’s swamp becomes overrun with fairy tale characters, he 
is less than happy. Desperate to get his home back to normal, Shrek 
agrees to rescue a princess, held captive in a tower, on behalf of the 
unscrupulous Lord Farquaad. But once Shrek meets Princess Fiona, he 
starts to have doubts about his mission to find Lord Farquaad a wife. 
™ & © 2011 DreamWorks Animation  LLC. All Rights Reserved.

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/shrek1 to download the free teachers’ 
 resource sheets for this title.

The Adventures of Tintin: Tintin’s Daring Escape
Tintin is always looking for adventure! So when he finds a scroll in a 
model ship he decides to find out more. But Tintin’s curiosity gets him 
into trouble and soon he and his dog Snowy are captured aboard the 
Karaboudjan. Can they escape from the evil Sakharine? 
© Paramount Pictures 2012. All Rights Reserved.

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/tintin1 to download the free teachers’ 
 resource sheets for this title.

Hachiko: A Loyal Dog
Every day, Hachiko, an Akita dog, goes to Shibuya train station in 
Tokyo and waits for his owner, Dr Ueno, to return home from work. 
One day, Dr Ueno doesn’t come back. For the next ten years until the 
day that he dies, Hachiko keeps a vigil at the station for his deceased 
owner.

A true story that will appeal to children everywhere!

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/hachiko to download the free teachers’ 
 resource sheets for this title.

10 11

Rio: Blu and Jewel
Blu, a rare blue Spix’s macaw from the USA, travels to Rio in Brazil to 
meet the beautiful Jewel and save his species. With Jewel’s help, Blu 
sees a different side of the world he thought he knew and learns how 
to do things he never thought possible. 
Rio © 2010 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/rio1 to download the free teachers’ 
 resource sheets for this title.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861964 

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861971

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861391

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861407

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861452

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861469

Book Only
ISBN: 9781908351074

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781908351081

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861230

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861247

Book Only
ISBN: 9781407133638

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781407133683

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861315

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861322

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!



Download FREE teachers’ resource sheets for every title at www.popcorneltreaders.com
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Kung Fu Panda
Po is clumsy and overweight but dreams of becoming a kung fu 
master. When a contest is held to choose the Dragon Warrior – the 
best kung fu warrior in China – Po is selected for the position, much to 
his amazement. Later the town is shocked to hear that imprisoned  
kung fu master, Tai Lung, has escaped. Can Po believe in himself and 
his destiny and defeat him?
Kung Fu Panda ® & © 2008 DreamWorks Animation L.L.C. All Rights Reserved. 

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/kungfu to download the free teachers’ 
 resource sheets for this title.

Level 2 Mid-Beginner Level 2 Mid-Beginner

For students gaining confidence in reading in English For students gaining confidence in reading in English

Ice Age 2: The Meltdown
The heroic trio from Ice Age, Manny, Sid and Diego, realise their valley 
is under threat from flooding as temperatures rise and the ice around 
them begins to melt. They set out to find a boat which is said to be at 
the end of the valley. The friends meet Ellie, a female mammoth, along 
the way. But will Manny and Ellie be able to overcome their differences 
and the dangers on their journey to fall in love?
 ICE AGE 2 © 2006 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation.  
 All Rights Reserved.

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/meltdown to download the free teachers’ 
 resource sheets for this title.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861414

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861421

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861353

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861360

Mr Bean: Toothache
Mr Bean has toothache, but his attempts to extract the painful tooth 
only make things worse. Finally he plucks up the courage to visit the 
dentist…

A comic strip reader featuring the internationally acclaimed character, 
Mr Bean.
© Tiger Aspect Production Ltd. All Rights Reserved. 

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/toothache to download the free teachers’ 
 resource sheets for this title.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861476

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861483

Madagascar 2: Escape to Africa
Alex and friends are back in the sequel to Madagascar! Marooned on 
the island of Madagascar, the animals comandeer an old plane with a 
view to flying back to New York. The plane takes the zoo-raised posse 
back to their roots when it crash lands on the plains of Africa. Have 
they got what it takes to survive in the wild, far away from the urban 
jungle?
Madagascar: Escape 2 Africa ™ & © 2009 DreamWorks Animation LLC. All Rights Reserved.

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/return-to-africa to download the free 
 teachers’ resource sheets for this title.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861339

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861346

Rango
There’s a serious drought in the desert town of Dirt and the inhabitants 
are getting desperate. They’re thirsty, scared and they need a hero! 
So when Rango the chameleon strolls into town, it looks as if things 
may be about to change. But can Rango outwit the evil Mayor and his 
terrifying sidekick, Rattlesnake Jake? 
© 2011 Paramount Pictures. All Rights Reserved. 

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/rango to download the free teachers’ 
 resource sheets for this title.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861988

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861995

Rio: Learning to fly
Blu, a rare blue Spix’s macaw, has travelled to Rio in Brazil to meet the 
beautiful Jewel and save his species. But can Blu survive in the wild 
when he doesn’t know how to fly?
Rio © 2010 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/rio2 to download the free teachers’ 
 resource sheets for this title.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781908351098

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781908351104

Shrek 2
Shrek and Princess Fiona are back from their honeymoon and living 
happily in Shrek’s swamp. But when the King and Queen of Far Far 
Away summon their daughter and her new husband to the palace, 
things start to go wrong. Is there such a thing as ‘happily ever after’  
for Shrek and his ogre princess? 
™ & © 2004 DreamWorks Animation LLC. All Rights Reserved.

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/shrek2 to download the free teachers’ 
 resource sheets for this title.

The Adventures of Tintin: Danger at Sea
When Tintin finds a scroll inside his model ship he is determined to 
find out what it means. After escaping from the evil Sakharine, Tintin 
and Snowy find themselves in a small boat in the middle of the sea. 
They have to get to Bagghar to stop Sakharine getting the third scroll. 
But how will they get there? Can Captain Haddock help them?
© Paramount Pictures 2012. All Rights Reserved.

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/tintin2 to download the free teachers’ 
 resource sheets for this title.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861254

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861261

Book Only
ISBN: 9781407133645

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781407133690

NEW!

NEW!

NEW!



Download FREE teachers’ resource sheets for every title at www.popcorneltreaders.com
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Level 3 High Beginner

For students reading confidently in English For students reading confidently in English

Ice Age 3: Dawn of the Dinosaurs
In this third Ice Age story, mammoths Manny and Ellie are expecting a 
baby. But Manny’s friends, Diego and Sid, feel left out. Sid finds and 
adopts three very large eggs. The eggs hatch into baby dinosaurs and 
when their mother comes to claim them back, she carries Sid off too… 
ICE AGE 3: DAWN OF THE DINOSAURS © 2009 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation.  
All Rights Reserved.

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/dawn to download the free teachers’ 
 resource sheets for this title.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861438

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861445

Kung Fu Panda 2
Po is now living his dream as the Dragon Warrior protecting the Valley 
of Peace alongside his friends and fellow kung fu masters, The Furious 
Five. But Po’s new life is threatened by the emergence of a formidable 
villain, who plans to use a secret, unstoppable weapon to conquer 
China and destroy kung fu. Does Po have the strength to vanquish this 
terrible threat? 
Kung Fu Panda 2 ® & © 2010 DreamWorks Animation L.L.C. All Rights Reserved. 
Kung Fu Panda ® DreamWorks Animation L.L.C. All Rights Reserved.

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/panda to download the free teachers’ 
 resource sheets for this title.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861377

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861384

Mr Bean: The Palace of Bean
When Mr Bean sees a documentary on the Queen’s taste in interior 
design, he decides to decorate his home in the style of Buckingham 
Palace. But when a passing American tourist thinks his mock palace  
is the real thing, Mr Bean finds himself on the tourist trail. 

A comic strip reader featuring the internationally acclaimed character, 
Mr Bean.
© Tiger Aspect Production Ltd. All Rights Reserved. 

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/palace-of-bean to download the free 
 teachers’ resource sheets for this title.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861490

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861506

Nanny McPhee and the Big Bang
Norman, Megsie and Vincent live on a farm in the country. Their father 
is away fighting in the war and their mother is struggling to make ends 
meet. When their spoilt cousins from London come to stay, it is hate at 
first sight and the house becomes a battle zone. Enter Nanny McPhee 
– the nanny who’s just that little bit different…
© 2010 Universal Studios Licensing LLLP. Nanny McPhee and the Big Bang © Universal Studios.  
All Rights Reserved.

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/bigbang to download the free teachers’ 
 resource sheets for this title.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861513

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861520

Rio: Looking for Blu 
Linda loves her pet macaw Blu more than anything in the world. So 
when Blu is kidnapped in Rio by bird smugglers, she is prepared to do 
whatever it takes to find him again. 
Rio © 2010 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/rio3 to download the free teachers’ 
 resource sheets for this title.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781908351111

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781908351128

Shrek the Third
There’s trouble in the swamp when Princess Fiona’s father, King 
Harold, dies leaving Shrek as the new ruler of Far Far Away. Shrek 
has no ambitions to be King and with the help of Donkey and Puss-in-
Boots, he sets out to find Artie, the one true heir to the throne. But the 
friends had not reckoned on the intervention of Prince Charming who 
is set on ruining their plans…
™ & © 2007 DreamWorks Animation LLC. All Rights Reserved.

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/shrek3 to download the free teachers’ 
 resource sheets for this title.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861278

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861285

Shrek Forever After
Frustrated with his home life, Shrek makes a deal with fairytale 
trickster Rumpelstiltskin, giving him a day of his life in exchange for 
a day as a free and single ogre. But Shrek falls headlong into an 
alternative reality where Rumpelstiltskin is King, Princess Fiona is a 
freedom fighter, Donkey is a slave, and where Shrek himself has never 
existed. Can he undo Rumpelstiltskin’s spell? 
™ & © 2010 DreamWorks Animation LLC. All Rights Reserved

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/shrek4ever to download the free teachers’ 
 resource sheets for this title.

The Adventures of Tintin: The Lost Treasure
When Tintin discovers a secret message inside a model ship he 
doesn’t understand it. What are the three Unicorns? And who is Sir 
Francis Haddock? Soon Tintin and Snowy are on an adventure! They 
travel in boats, on planes and through the hot desert, in search of 
more clues. But can they find all the clues before the evil Sakharine?
© Paramount Pictures 2012. All Rights Reserved.

 visit www.popcorneltreaders.com/tintin3 to download the free teachers’ 
 resource sheets for this title.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861292

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861308

Book Only
ISBN: 9781407133652

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781407133706

Level 3 High Beginner

NEW!

NEW!



People & Places
The People & Places spread at the start of each story sets the scene by 
introducing the key characters in a visually stimulating and accessible way.

Fact Files
At the back of each reader is a magazine-style Fact File section which 
includes interviews and behind-the-scenes features, as well an exploration 
of themes developed in the reader. This provides cross-cultural information 
for students to explore autonomously or as a class.

Activities, audio and extra resources
The self-study section ensures that students are able to check 
comprehension as they progress through each story, with activities for 
before and after each section. Free online teachers’ resources provide more 
activities and suggestions to help you get the most out of the reader as well 
as follow-up project work. Most readers  
are also available with an audio  
recording of the story.

Download FREE teachers’ resource sheets for every title at www.scholasticeltreaders.com
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Why choose Scholastic 
ELT Readers?

Welcome to the 
exciting world of 
Scholastic ELT 
Readers!
Scholastic ELT Readers are a series of contemporary film 
and TV adaptations, original teenage fiction, classic literature 
and biographies. Specifically targeted at teenagers learning 
English, they are published at five levels following a carefully 
graded syllabus.

Starter level  300 headwords 1 year of CEF
(Beginner) (story: up to 1,500 words) English stage pre-A1

Level 1  600 headwords 1–2 years of CEF
(Elementary) (story: up to 4,000 words) English stage A1

Level 2  1000 headwords 2–3 years of CEF
(Pre-Intermediate (story: up to 7,000 words) English stage A2
-Intermediate)

Level 3  1500 headwords 3+ years of CEF
(Intermediate) (story: up to 10,000 words) English stage B1

Level 4  2000 headwords 4+ years of CEF
(Upper-Intermediate) (story: up to 15,000 words) English stage B1
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CEF stage pre-A1/Beginner /1 year of English

Starter Level Sample Page

Starter Level 
300 headwords (story: up to 1,500 words)
Sample language for Starter Level Readers includes: present simple, present continuous, present 
continuous for future use, simple adverbs of frequency, Let’s…
The sample language does not include all elements of the full syllabus for this level.

LEVEL 1 
600 headwords (story: up to 4,000 words)
Sample language for Level 1 Readers includes: past simple& common irregular pasts, going to 
future, regular comparatives & superlatives, would like + noun
The sample language does not include all elements of the full syllabus for this level.

CEF stage A1/Elementary/1–2 years of English

Level 1 Sample Page
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‘How late is that?’
‘It can be any time between eight o’clock and eleven in 

the evening. Then, every night, you have to take the Book 
to Miranda’s home on the Upper East Side. I’ll come with 
you tonight.’

* * * 
A Runway car took us to Miranda’s place at half past eight 

that evening. ‘Take the lift up to her flat. Leave the Book on 
the table just inside the door. And then leave. Do not speak.’

It sounded easy. 
I unlocked the door to the flat and went in. 

I looked around, then went through an open door. And 
there they all were. There was Miranda, two little girls and 
a tall man with grey hair. They were eating dinner. 

They all looked at me. I took the Book towards Miranda 
and then stopped. 

‘On the table out there, Emily,’ she said and pointed. 
‘Oh, um, hi there,’ I said. Shut up! She doesn’t want a 

conversation. ‘I’m Andrea, Miranda. I’m your new assistant.’
No one spoke.
‘I’ll just put the Book on the table.’ Be quiet! ‘OK, then,’ 

27

CHAPTER 6  
The Netherfield ball

 
The Netherfield ball did not start well for Elizabeth. 

When she entered the ballroom, she learned from Mr 
Denny that Mr Wickham had gone to London on business 
the day before. 

‘Perhaps he wished to avoid a certain gentleman!’ 
smiled Mr Denny.

So it was Mr Darcy’s fault. She did not now expect to 
enjoy the ball. 

The two first dances made her more unhappy. 
Mr Collins danced badly and Elizabeth was deeply 
embarrassed. 

Elizabeth had a naturally happy character, however. 

p&p pages 1-77.indd   27 2/7/07   23:29:01

Download free teachers’ resource sheets for every title at www.scholasticeltreaders.com

CEF stage A2/Pre-Intermediate-Intermediate /2–3 years of English

Level 2 Sample Page

CEF stage A2/Pre-Intermediate-Intermediate /2–3 years of English

Level 3 Sample Page
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LEVEL 2
1,000 headwords (story: up to 7,000 words)
Sample language for Level 2 Readers includes: present perfect, will future, past continuous, 
zero conditional, defining relative clauses not embedded, reflexive pronouns
The sample language does not include all elements of the full syllabus for this level

LEVEL 3
1,500 headwords (story: up to 10,000 words)
Sample language for Level 3 Readers includes: present perfect continuous, past perfect, first 
and second conditional, present simple & past simple passive, simple indirect speech
The sample language does not include all elements of the full syllabus for this level.
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The crowd were up on their feet, cheering and cheering. 
Jamal had won! He’d won more money than anybody in 
television history! But Jamal wasn’t thinking about the 
money – he was thinking about the voice on the phone. 

* * *
Javed was banging on the bathroom door. 

‘Salim! Open this door! Salim!’
His men behind him had their guns ready. One of them 

ran at the door with his shoulder. As soon as it was open, 
they ran inside. 

Salim was waiting with a sad smile on his face. He was 
sitting in a bath full of bank notes. He began to shoot at 
the men, and Javed was the fi rst to fall. 

SlumdogBk.indd   74 15/1/10   16:55:40
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Download FREE teachers’ resource sheets for every title at

CEF stage A2/Pre-Intermediate-Intermediate /2–3 years of English

Level 4 Sample Page

Beginner

 Starter Level CEF stage pre-A1

Blog Love
Junko has come to London for the summer, but feels lonely and isolated. 
She takes refuge in the daily blog she writes and is delighted when she 
strikes up a friendship with fellow blogger ‘Slow Boy’. But is he all that he 
seems?

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720539

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720348

Kaori and the Lizard King
A manga-style reader about Kaori, a 13 year-old living on a lizard-infested 
island. When her classmate goes missing, Kaori realises that only she can 
find him. Kaori’s search uncovers the darker side of her island and forces 
her to confront the evil forces that control it.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720546 

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720362

Malcolm In The Middle: Krelboyne Picnic
Malcolm’s school is having a picnic afternoon and Malcolm’s parents drag 
the whole family along. Once there, Francis meets the love of his life, Hal 
takes control of the barbeque, Reese runs riot and Malcolm – Malcolm just 
wants out! In easy-to-read photo-story format.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720553

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720560

Robin Hood: The Taxman
Robin Hood and his men live as outlaws in Sherwood Forest. They fight 
corruption and injustice – and they don’t like taxes! So when the taxman 
pays his annual visit to the Sheriff of Nottingham, the outlaws are less than 
pleased to see him. Will they help the people of Nottingham get back the 
money that is rightly theirs, or will the Sheriff win – once again? 

In easy-to-read photo-story format. Based on an episode from the popular 
BBC TV series.
Robin Hood logo ™ and © Tiger Aspect Productions 2006. BBC logo ™ and © BBC 1996.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775170

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775187

Spooky Skaters: The Skate Park After Dark
Every night, the Spooky Skaters leave their home in the Land of the Dead 
and go skating in secret in the local skate park. They do spooky stunts on 
the ramp and they feel alive! Every day after school, Ben, Leila and their 
friends hang out at the skate park. Roland and Patty go there too, but they 
can’t skate and they’re definitely not cool! Then, one night, Roland and 
Patty meet the Spooky Skaters…

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775132

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775149

LEVEL 4
2,000 headwords (story: up to 15,000 words)
Sample language for Level 4 Readers includes: past perfect continuous, passive continuous, 
present perfect passive, modals in the past, perfect infinitives, non-defining relative clauses 
embedded
The sample language does not include all elements of the full syllabus for this level.
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Elementary

 Level 1 CEF stage A1

Beginner

 Starter Level CEF stage pre-A1

Billy Elliot
Billy Elliot is 11 years old and he’s got problems! His dad is giving him 
money for boxing lessons but Billy has discovered a talent for ballet, and is 
secretly attending dance classes. His teacher wants him to audition for a 
London ballet school, but how will his family react?

Based on the award-winning British film.

Buffy the Vampire Slayer: Halloween
It’s Halloween at the Hellmouth! Buffy and her friends hire costumes for 
trick or treating and discover that more than just their appearance has 
changed…

Elementary

 Level 1 CEF stage A1

The City of Ember
‘In Ember, the sky is always dark…’ Hundreds of years ago, the city of 
Ember was created by the Builders to contain everything needed for human 
survival. In Ember, the sky is always dark and the only light comes from 
giant floodlamps. Recently the lights have been failing, and supplies are 
running low. Will teenagers Lina and Doon be able to decipher the strange 
‘Instructions’ they find, and find a way out of Ember?
‘CITY OF EMBER’ Film Artwork™ & © Walden Media 2008, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

Date with Disaster!
Kate is 13 and she is finding that life is never simple. Should she go on a 
date with the new boy at school, Joe (cool, into music, and gorgeous…) – 
or Ian (equally gorgeous and great at Maths homework!)? Or should she go 
on a date at all?

Goal 2
Santiago Muñez has made his mark in the UK Premier league as a top 
midfielder with Newcastle United. European football now beckons and he 
finds himself playing alongside stars such as Beckham and Zidane for 
Real Madrid. But playing in the UEFA Champions League brings pressures 
that Santiago had never anticipated. Will he have the strength to keep his 
dream alive?

Based on the hit 2007 movie Goal II!

Haunted Britain
This title combines a scary modern-day ghost story set in London with Fact 
Files including Creepy Castles, Urban Myths and A Ghost-hunter’s Guide!

Storm Hawks
A fantasy comic-strip style reader based on the hit animated TV series from 
Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775385

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775392

Zoey 101: Dance Contest
There’s never a dull moment for Zoey and her friends at Pacific Coast 
Academy. The school dance contest is looming, but Zoey just can’t seem to 
find the perfect partner. And can Lola use her talent for acting to get a part 
in the school play and a date with the cute English guy, Simon?
© 2008 Apolloscreen GmbH and Co. Filmproduktion KG. All Rights Reserved.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775699

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775705

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720201

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720331

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775453

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775460

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720119

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720379

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720935

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720928

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720096

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720393

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720249

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720355
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Elementary Elementary

 Level 1 CEF stage A1  Level 1 CEF stage A1

Little Women by Louisa May Alcott
Little Women tells the story of four sisters, Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy March 
growing up in nineteeth-century America. Born into a poor but loving 
family, the girls must overcome personal difficulties and challenges to find 
self-fulfilment and happiness.

Pelé
  Biography  

Pelé is one of the world’s greatest footballers. By the age of seventeen, 
was in Brazil’s World Cup team and playing for his country. Famous around 
the globe for his fast, exciting play, Pelé earns his place in history as a true 
football legend.

Read all about Pelé’s amazing life story in this compelling low-level 
biography.

Merlin: Arthur and the Unicorn
When Arthur kills a unicorn on a hunting expedition, he unwittingly brings 
a curse upon the kingdom of Camelot. Soon the fields are yellow and the 
crops are dying. Can Merlin, the teenager with magical powers, help Arthur 
overcome his pride and save his people as he faces the ultimate test?

A magical adventure from the popular BBC TV series.

The Pink Panter 2
Bumbling French detective Jacques Clouseau is back! Join him and his 
equally inept accomplices in this latest hilarious ‘Pink Panther’ story.
The Pink Panther 2 ™ & © 2009 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc. and Columbia Pictures
Industries Inc. All Rights Reserved. The Pink Panther is a trademark of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios Inc.

Monster House
It’s Halloween but DJ doesn’t want to go trick-or-treating. He wants to spy 
on the house across the road because he’s convinced it’s alive. DJ and 
his friends discover that the house is eating things and people. When the 
police don’t believe them, they attempt to solve the mystery of the ‘monster 
house’ on their own.

Smallville: Arrival
In 1989 a meteor shower hit the quiet town of Smallville. With it came a 
small child from the planet Krypton. Now a teenager, Clark Kent has a lot 
of questions. Why is he different? Why does he have special powers? Join 
Clark and his friends as he tries to find answers.

Based on the hit TV series.
SMALLVILLE and all related names, characters and elements are trademarks of DC Comics © 2006.
All Rights Reserved.

Mr Bean’s Holiday
Mr Bean is back – and he’s about to broaden his horizons! Equipped with 
his new camcorder, Mr Bean sets off on the Eurostar for France after 
winning a trip to the south of France. Mishap and mayhem ensue as our 
hero grapples with the food, the language – and the French police!

Based on the spring 2007 blockbuster movie!

Night at the Museum
When Larry Daley gets a job as a night-guard at the Museum of Natural 
History, he is delighted. But on Larry’s first night at the museum, he 
discovers something amazing: all the exhibits come to life! He also 
discovers that the old night guards have a secret plan to steal the 
museum’s most precious items. Can Larry foil their plan? Will he be able  
to keep his job at the museum?
‘NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM’ film artwork © 2006 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation.
All Rights Reserved.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775941

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775958

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775989 

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775996

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775736

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775743

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720782

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720799

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775866

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775873

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720881

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720898

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775064

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775071

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775231

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775248

Hotel for Dogs
When Andi and Bruce need somewhere to hide their pet dog, Friday, they 
transform an abandoned hotel into a haven for stray dogs. The dogs are 
having the time of their lives, until the Animal Control officers discover their 
secret. Suddenly, Andi and Bruce find themselves at risk of losing Friday, 
the hotel for dogs and… each other.
© 2010 DW Studios LLC. All Rights Reserved.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775880

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775897

Spooky Skaters: The Graffiti Ghost
When a group of skaters are wrongly accused of vandalising a valuable 
piece of art, the Spooky Skaters decide it’s time to intervene…

Another ghoulish tale from the Land of the Dead in easy-to-read comic-
book format.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775590

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775606
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Download free teachers’ resource sheets for every title at

Elementary

Pre-Intermediate–Intermediate

Pre-Intermediate–Intermediate

 Level 1 CEF stage A1

 Level 2 CEF stage A2

 Level 2 CEF stage A2

Transformers
A war erupts on Earth between two robotic clans, the heroic Autobots and 
the evil Decepticons, leaving the fate of mankind hanging in the balance.

Alien vs. Predator
A team of scientists head to the Antarctic to investigate what seems to be 
an ancient pyramid under the ice. It is a difficult and dangerous expedition 
but nothing could have prepared the team for the terror lurking beneath 
the ice – and the unexpected visitors who are on their way to join them 
there…

Bandslam
Will has always been an outsider, so, he is surprised when one of the 
coolest girls at his new school, Charlotte, befriends him. Impressed by his 
knowledge of music, Charlotte makes him the manager of her band. Do 
Will, Charlotte and Sa5m (‘the 5 is silent’) have what it takes to win the 
prestigious Bandslam – ‘battle of the bands’ – competition?
Copyright © 2009 Summit Entertainment, LLC and Walden Media, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

Barack Obama
  Biography  

On January 20th, 2009, Barack Obama became the 44th President of the 
United States of America. He is the first African-American to be president 
of one of the most powerful countries in the world. Read about Barack 
Obama’s life before he became President – his early years in Hawaii and 
Indonesia, his Kenyan and his American roots, and his decision to run for 
President.

Batman Begins
Batman Begins explores the origins of the Batman legend and the Dark 
Knight’s emergence as a force for good in Gotham City. This is the story of 
Bruce Wayne growing up and the challenges he has to face.
BATMAN and all related names, characters and elements are trademarks of DC Comics © 2006.  
All Rights Reserved.

Buffy the Vampire Slayer: Inca Mummy Girl
It’s Cultural Exchange Week at Sunnydale High but there’s something 
strange about Buffy’s exchange partner. Is the beautiful girl from Peru, 
‘Ampata Gutiérrez’, all that she seems?

The Devil Wears Prada
When Andrea lands a job at top fashion magazine Runway, she knows 
nothing. She’s never heard of Runway before, or its infamous editor, 
Miranda Priestly. But soon she is wearing heels to work, dealing with the 
biggest names in fashion, and, most importantly, attending to Miranda’s 
every demand. It will all be worth it in the end, won’t it…?
‘THE DEVIL WEARS PRADA’ film artwork © 2007 Twentieth Century Fox Film Corporation.
All Rights Reserved.

DJ Ambition
Ali lives for R&B music and hip-hop, and her one ambition is to be a DJ at a 
top London club. It’s not easy though, especially with a sarcastic, younger 
brother, a nagging mother and, worst of all, ‘Da G’ – her biggest DJ rival.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775439

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775446

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720904

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720911

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775965

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775972

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775798

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775804

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720232 

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720584

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720225

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720416

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775361

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775378

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720102

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720430

The Adventures of Tintin: The Three Scrolls
When Tintin discovers a scroll inside a model ship he knows it is a clue. But 
what does it mean? With the help of his dog Snowy and Captain Haddock, 
Tintin sets off an adventure to find out! But the three friends aren’t the only 
ones looking for clues – the evil Sakharine is after them too. Who will be 
the first to find out the meaning of the three scrolls?
© Paramount Pictures 2012. All Rights Reserved.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781407133669

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781407133713

NEW!
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Pre-Intermediate–Intermediate Pre-Intermediate–Intermediate

 Level 2 CEF stage A2  Level 2 CEF stage A2

The Mummy: Tomb of the Dragon Emperor
Famed adventurers Evelyn and Rick O’Connell find themselves back in 
action when their son, Alex, discovers the tomb of an ancient Emperor in 
China. The discovery unleashes a chain of events, taking the O’Connell 
family on another epic adventure of love, tyranny, revenge and magic.

Hoot
Roy Eberhardt has just moved to Florida and he’s not impressed. But 
one day Roy sees a barefoot boy running for his life, and suddenly things 
become much more interesting. Does this boy know anything about the 
problems at the new pancake restaurant site? Why does he want to save 
the little owls that live there? And can Roy do anything to help?

Nelson Mandela
  Biography  

Nelson Mandela is the most important South African of the last hundred 
years. For over fifty years, he fought for equal rights for black South Africans, 
before he finally became President of the country in 1994. But at one time 
the government called him a criminal and put him in one of the world’s worst 
prisons. 

Read the story of the man who many call the ‘father of the new South Africa’. 

The In-Crowd
It’s Cameron’s first day at Kings’ School in Kent and he hates it. The In-
Crowd tease him and he misses his old friends. But when the In-Crowd 
discover Cameron’s talent for football, everything changes… and Cameron 
has some tough decisions to make.

Night at the Museum 2: Battle of the Smithsonian
Famed adventurers Evelyn and Rick O’Connell find themselves back in 
action when their son, Alex, discovers the tomb of an ancient Emperor in 
China. The discovery unleashes a chain of events, taking the O’Connell 
family on another epic adventure of love, tyranny, revenge and magic.
‘NIGHT AT THE MUSEUM: BATTLE OF THE SMITHSONIAN’ film artwork © 2009. Twentieth Century
Fox Film Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

Jane Eyre by Charlotte Brontë
Orphaned as a young child, Jane Eyre has an unhappy start to life living 
with her cruel aunt and cousins and later enduring the hardships of Lowood 
school. After taking up a post as a governess, her life begins to improve, 
helped by her growing friendship with Mr Rochester, her surly employer. 
But can she achieve true happiness in a place filled with dark secrets?

Johnny English Reborn
Johnny English, the world’s most unlikely spy, is back! After some intensive 
training in the mountains of Tibet he is called back into action to serve the 
Queen in MI-7. Using the latest high tech gadgets Johnny English must 
stop a group of international assassins before they kill the Chinese Premier. 
Disaster ensues as this accident-prone secret agent tries to discover who is 
really behind the planned killing.
© 2012 Universal studios Licensing LLLP. All Rights Reserved.

The OC: The Outsider
Ryan Atwood is from Chino, L.A. and he’s felt alone all his life. All he wants 
is a real home and a family. Marissa Cooper is from the O.C. and all she 
wants is to escape. When Ryan shows up in Newport Beach, both their 
lives change – forever…

The Mask of Zorro
It has been twenty years since the tyrannical Rafael Montero imprisoned 
Diego de la Vega, alias Zorro, the people’s hero. Not only did De la Vega 
lose his freedom but also his wife and their beautiful daughter Elena. 
Now Montero has returned to California, and the people desperately need 
Zorro’s help again. Can the new Zorro, troubled bandit Alejandro, stop 
Montero’s evil plans?
The Mask of Zorro © 2010 Zorro Productions, Inc. and © 1998 by Tristar Pictures, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

NEW!

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775675

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775682

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861889

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861896

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775750

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775767

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720829

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720836

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775040 

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775279

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720126

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720454

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775316 

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775323

Book Only
ISBN: 9781407133676 

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781407133720

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775774

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775781

The Golden Compass
Lyra Belacqua, and her dæmon, Pan, live in a world that is similar to our 
own, but also very different. The disappearance of Lyra’s best friend Roger 
coincides with the arrival of the mysterious Mrs Coulter who takes Lyra to 
live with her in London. There Lyra uncovers some sinister secrets that take 
her on a journey far north – to the land of armoured bears and ultimately to 
the Experimental Station – a place of unspeakable horror…
© MMVII New Line Productions, Inc. The Golden Compass™ and all related characters, places, names and 
other indicia are trademarks of New Line Productions, Inc. All Rights Reserved.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775309

No CD available.

NEW!
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CHAPTER 6  

Lucy Steele

Mrs Jennings’ other daughter, Charlotte Palmer, was 

now visiting Barton Park with her husband. Sir John 

invited the Dashwoods for dinner. Like her mother, 

Charlotte had a happy manner and always had a lot to 

say. Elinor discovered that the Palmers lived in Somerset. 

They were only a few miles from Willoughby’s estate in 

Combe Magna.

‘Do you know Mr Willoughby well?’ she asked.

‘Oh yes,’ Charlotte answered. ‘He is not at Combe very 

much, but I see him in London.’ She moved closer to 

Elinor and said quietly, ‘I know why you ask. Your sister 

and he will get married.’

Elinor did not answer. ‘Do people in Somerset have a 

good opinion of Mr Willoughby?’ she asked.

‘Oh yes, nobody is liked more. Your sister is very lucky. 

He is lucky, too, of course,’ Charlotte continued, quickly. 

‘Marianne is very handsome.’

Charlotte’s information about Willoughby was not very 

useful. But at least it was not bad.

As soon as the Palmers went back to Somerset, two 

new guests arrived. They were sisters, and cousins of Mrs 

Jennings. Their names were Anne and Lucy Steele. Sir 

John invited Elinor and Marianne to Barton Park to meet 

them. Marianne was not pleased.

‘Must we go to dinner every time Sir John has visitors?’ 

she complained.

They found Anne boring. Lucy – the younger sister 

– was prettier and cleverer, but thought only of herself. 

It seemed the sisters knew everything about Elinor and 

Marianne already.
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‘I hear your sister has met a fine young man,’ Anne 

said to Elinor. ‘They will be married, I understand. I hope 

you will have luck soon. Perhaps you have met someone 

already?’

‘Now the conversation will turn to Edward,’ Elinor 

thought. She did not welcome this. The letter ‘F’ was now 

a popular joke at Barton Park. She was sure the Steeles 

knew all about it.

‘His name is Ferrars,’ Sir John said.

‘Ferrars!’ cried Anne. ‘Oh, but we know him well.’

‘Anne!’ Lucy cried. ‘How can you say that? We have 

seen him at our uncle’s, that is all.’

Elinor was surprised. Who was this uncle? How did 

Edward know the Steeles? Elinor was too polite to ask 

more. And for once, Mrs Jennings did not ask her usual 

questions. But Elinor soon found out everything.

Lucy offered to walk to Barton Cottage with Elinor. ‘I 

know you will think this a strange question,’ Lucy said as 

soon as they were alone. ‘But do you know Mrs Ferrars?’

‘No. Why do you ask?’

A strange smile crossed Lucy’s face. ‘I have not known 

you long, Miss Dashwood, but I need a friend. I have not 

met Mrs Ferrars, but I will soon know her very well. You 

see, I am very close to one of her sons … .’ She stopped 

and looked down.

‘Really?’ said Elinor. ‘Do you mean you are engaged to 

Mr Robert Ferrars?’

‘No,’ said Lucy, looking up quickly. ‘Not to Robert, but 

to his older brother, Edward.’

‘Edward?’ thought Elinor. ‘How is this possible?’ At 

first, the information did not worry her. She could not 

believe it. Edward could not possibly be in love with a 

woman like Lucy.
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LOVE or MONEY?

Did you know?
In Jane Austen's time, some things were surprisingly expensive. 

Now 1800sa woman's cotton dress: $50 - $100 $350 - $400a journey of 80 km:  $3* $185** * in a small car in the US

 
  

** by horse and carriage

‘It is all about money,’ Mrs Jennings said. ‘Miss Grey has it. Marianne does not.’

For many people in Jane Austen's time, money was more important for a strong marriage than love. Respectable young ladies, like Elinor and Marianne in Sense and Sensibility, could not work outside the home. They needed to find a partner with money. 

A rich partner
Edward Ferrars in Sense and Sensibility was engaged to Lucy Steele when he was a young man. But life as a poor clergyman's wife is not good enough for Lucy. So she marries Edward's brother, Robert, instead.

It was not only ladies who married for money. Willoughby also needs to find a rich wife. Willoughby was not careful with money. ‘My fortune was never large,’ he says, ‘but I spent like my rich friends.’ Jane Austen gives Willoughby two choices. He could be poor with a woman he loved. Or he could be rich with a woman he did not love. Willoughby loves Marianne but he does not marry her. He chooses money over love. 

A marriage in the 1800s
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Unlucky in love 
As a young man, Colonel Brandon lost Eliza to his brother. She later left his brother, but then had no money to live on. She met other men, but they did not stay with her. When Colonel Brandon found her, she had a child and was very ill. Sad stories like hers were a fact of life in Jane Austen's time. 

Love not money
Elinor and Edward meet at the start of Sense and Sensibility. They fall in love, but Elinor has more sense than her sister. She knows that Edward’s mother will not agree to the marriage because Elinor  is not rich. She has only one thousand pounds from her father. When Elinor and Edward are married, they will have very little money to live on. They both know life will be difficult, but they choose love over money.

S� r�  engagements
Before young people married, they were engaged. An engagement was a promise to marry. Families usually welcomed an engagement that made good financial sense. But sometimes, young people wanted to marry only for love. They knew their families could say no. So they became engaged in secret. 

What do these words mean? You can use a dictionary.marriage    respectable    lady / ladies    cotton    journey    financial

There are a number of marriages in Sense & Sensibility. Which marriages do you think will be 
happy or unhappy? 

'Sad stories were a fact of life …'
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Pre-Intermediate–Intermediate Pre-Intermediate–Intermediate

 Level 2 CEF stage A2  Level 2 CEF stage A2

Robin Hood: The Silver Arrow and the Slaves
Robin Hood and his men live as outlaws in Sherwood Forest. They fight 
corruption and injustice – both of which appear in large measure courtesy 
of the self-interested Sheriff of Nottingham. When Robin and the outlaws 
uncover the Sheriff’s latest scheme to buy Saracen slaves, they decide to 
foil his plans. Will Robin save the slaves, outwit the Sheriff, and win the 
prestigious silver arrow competition?
Based on an episode from the popular BBC TV series. Robin Hood logo ™ and © Tiger Aspect
Productions 2006. BBC logo ™ and © BBC 1996.

Sense and Sensibility by Jane Austen
Following the death of her husband, Mrs Dashwood and her three 
daughters, Elinor, Marianne and Margaret, are forced to leave their family 
home and move to a small cottage in Devon. There, Marianne meets and 
falls in love with the charismatic Mr Willoughby but she is left distraught by 
his inconsistent behaviour. And whilst consoling her younger sister, Elinor 
is forced to confront her own feelings towards  
Edward Ferrars, an old family friend…

Star Wars: The Clone Wars
The galaxy-spanning adventure of the epic Star Wars saga continues in 
The Clone Wars. Join Obi-Wan Kenobi, Anakin Skywalker and his new 
Padawan, Ahsoka, in an action-packed struggle between the noble Jedi 
and the evil Sith.
© 2008 Lucasfilm Ltd and ™.  All Rights Reserved. Used Under Authorization.

Ugly Betty
Follow the life and times of Betty Suarez, the editor’s assistant on MODE 
fashion magazine. Go behind the scenes at the MODE offices, and find out 
how the hit TV series Ugly Betty was made. Read interviews with the stars - 
and find out how to get on in the fashion world!

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775194

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775200

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775613

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775620

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775514

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775521

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775651

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775668

Intermediate

 Level 3 CEF stage B1

Amazing Grace
During the eighteenth century, millions of people were taken from Africa 
and sold as slaves. Great Britain was the most powerful country in 
the world with an empire built through slavery. William Wilberforce, a 
young idealistic government minister, campaigned tirelessly throughout 
his political career to abolish the slave trade. With the help of fellow 
humanitarians, he steered the cause through parliament, enduring 
countless setbacks before eventual triumph.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775286

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775293

The Pink Panther
It is the World Cup. Someone has murdered the French football team 
coach and stolen the priceless Pink Panther diamond. Inspector Dreyfus 
puts Jacques Clouseau, the most bumbling detective in the world, onto the 
case. But can Clouseau find the killer and the diamond before Dreyfus? 
Who will become the ‘Pink Panther detective’ and win France’s highest 
honour?
THE PINK PANTHER © 2006 Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Pictures Inc. and Columbia Pictures Industries,Inc. 
All Rights Reserved. The Pink Panther is a trademark of Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer Studios Inc.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720744

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720751

Prince William and Kate Middleton: Their Story
On April the 29th, 2011, Prince William, the future King of Britain, married 
Kate Middleton, the girl from an ordinary family who he had met whilst 
at university. Combining a respect for tradition with fresh, contemporary 
values, Prince William and Kate Middleton are seen by many as a new, 
exciting generation of royals. 

Read about the royal couple’s backgrounds, their families and how they 
met in this fascinating biography.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861865

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861872

NEW!

127 Hours
127 Hours is the extraordinary true story of Aron Ralston who, after a 
canyoneering accident in Utah, was forced to amputate his own arm to 
survive.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781908351135

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781908351142

NEW!
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Intermediate Intermediate

 Level 3 CEF stage B1  Level 3 CEF stage B1

Dreamgirls
When The Dreams fail to win an important talent contest, an aspiring 
record producer, Curtis, sees their potential and moulds them into the most 
successful girl group of the 1960s. Soon Curtis realizes that lead-singer, 
Deena, has the qualities to become a megastar in her own right. But will 
his plans for Deena blow apart the girls’ friendship?  
Will his recording business survive?

Elizabeth: The Golden Age
“Woman. Warrior. Queen.”

After the execution of Mary, Queen of Scots, Queen Elizabeth I incurs the 
wrath of Philip of Spain, and prepares to face the onslaught of the Spanish 
Armada.

Fast Food Nation
A marketing executive from Mickey’s – a fast food US burger chain – 
discovers that contaminated meat is getting into the burgers, and heads 
down to Colorado to investigate. What he discovers proves to be more 
shocking than he could ever have imagined.

Indiana Jones and the Kingdom of the Crystal Skull
It’s 1957 and Indiana Jones, everyone’s favourite explorer, is back! Dr Irina 
Spalko, a power-hungry Russian scientist wants to find the crystal skull 
– and nothing will stop her. Indy and his new acquaintance, Mutt, travel 
first to Peru and then to the ‘lost city’ of Akator in the heart of the Amazon. 
Will they survive the terrible dangers that await them in the kingdom of the 
crystal skull?
© 2008 Lucasfilm Ltd and ™. All Rights Reserved. Used Under Authorization. www.indianajones.com

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775255

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775262

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775491

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775507

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775538

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775545

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775347

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775354

Iraq in Fragments
Based on James Longley’s award-winning documentary, Iraq in Fragments 
provides a fascinating glimpse of modern-day Iraq the mass media never 
shows us. It provides a portrait of the war-torn country as seen through 
the eyes of the people who live there: a young Sunni orphan who works in 
a Baghdad garage; Shia fundamentalists as they rally for elections; and a 
family of Kurdish farmers, who have at last found some degree of freedom. 
Can Iraq remain intact or will it fracture into fragments?

The Lost Chronicles: Part 1
Oceanic Flight 815 has crashed on an island in the Pacific Ocean. Forty-
eight people have survived, but no one knows where they are. Each day the 
survivors discover more about the island and themselves. Who recorded 
the sixteen-year-old radio message that plays over and over again? Are 
they alone on the island? And will they be able to escape from the island 
and their own pasts?

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775576

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775583

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775217

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775712

Buffy the Vampire Slayer: I Robot, You Jane
Willow finds love on the Internet with ‘Malcolm’. She can’t understand why 
Buffy and Xander are suspicious of her new boyfriend – until she realises 
that she’s dating a demon…

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720218 

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720492

Batman: The Dark Knight
Batman, Lieutenant Gordon and District Attorney Harvey Dent join forces to 
deal with the chaos unleashed on the terrified citizens of Gotham City, by 
an anarchist mastermind known as ‘the Joker’. Driven to his physical and 
emotional limits, will Batman overcome his new and formidable rival?

Black Gold
Based on a remarkable documentary film, Black Gold tells the story of one 
man’s mission to save his 74,000 Ethiopian coffee farmers from Western 
exploitation. It exposes the truth behind every cappuccino we drink and 
asks: is it right that the producers of our coffee often can’t afford clean 
water or an education for their children

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775408

No CD available

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775552 

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775569

Angela’s Ashes by Frank McCourt
Limerick, 1934. It’s cold and it’s wet. Frank, his parents and three brothers 
have just come back from America to start a new life in Ireland. But life in 
Limerick is even harder than life in New York.

A simplified adaptation of Frank McCourt’s moving and humorous memoirs 
about growing up in 1930’s Ireland.

Now available with audio read by Frank McCourt.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720447

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775330



CHAPTER 9

The debutante dance

‘Look at you …’ Anna said as she walked up to Seth. ‘A

lonely guy sitting on the floor, feeling sorry for himself.

Sad!’
Seth was sitting on the floor outside the ballroom.

Summer had found another partner and he was feeling

terrible. He turned to Anna.

‘Yeah, right … you’re not making me feel any better,’ he

said.
Anna sat down next to him. ‘You know what your

problem is? You’re not a man.’

‘Right … now I feel much better,’ Seth said unhappily.

But Anna wasn’t trying to hurt Seth. She liked him and

she was trying to help.

‘Do you know what girls like … what they find

attractive?’ she asked.

‘Guys who play water polo, like Luke?’ Seth asked. He

wasn’t sure what Anna meant.

‘You know what else?’ she asked.
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‘No,’ Seth said.

‘Guys who are confident. Watch this.’ She sat down next

to Seth. ‘Hey, Seth, I don’t have a partner for Cotillion. Do

you want to go with me?’

Suddenly Seth didn’t know what to do. No girl had ever

invited him to anything before. Most girls just ignored

him. Anna moved a little closer.

‘Be a man, Cohen!’

Seth stood up and offered her his arm. He liked her. She

made him feel like a new man. Confident. They walked

back to the ballroom together.

When they got there, Summer came up to Seth.

‘Listen, you can be my partner again,’ she said.

‘Sorry, I’ve already got a partner,’ Seth said. He looked

at Anna and smiled. He’d said no to Summer. He didn’t

need Summer, he had Anna.

***

‘Good evening. Welcome to the forty-seventh Newport

Beach Debutante Cotillion …’ 

Ryan and Marissa walked out of the dressing rooms.

‘Are you ready?’ Marissa asked.

Ryan looked at her. She looked so beautiful. ‘Yes,’ he

said quietly. With Marissa by his side, he felt that anything

was possible.

Soft music played in the hall. There were white flowers

everywhere. One by one, the Newport girls walked into

the room with their fathers and were introduced to the

guests. Then each father led his daughter to her partner.

The first dance began. Ryan put his arm around Marissa

and they danced. Next to them, Seth danced with Anna.

Seth and Ryan had found their partners. They both smiled.

Ryan looked into Marissa’s eyes and held her close.
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CHAPTER 7 

Hollywood and home

‘Beauty comes when fashion is successful.’ Coco Chanel 

In 1929, banks and businesses around the world 

disappeared. This was because of the Wall Street Crash. 

Millions of people lost their money and their jobs. There 

were fewer rich customers for expensive clothes like 

Chanel’s, and in such hard times even the richest people 

didn’t want to look rich. Chanel had to cut her prices. 

When this didn’t work, she had to lose some of her 

workers. 

While business in France was slow, film-maker Sam 

Goldwyn offered her a million dollars to come and work 

for him in Hollywood. He was happy to build her a 

workroom just like the one in Paris, and she didn’t even 

have to live in California for more than a few months. 

It was an interesting offer, but Chanel was not the first 

French fashion designer to go to Hollywood. Others had 

gone and met real problems there. Making clothes for a 

film star was very different from designing dresses to sell 

to anybody.

But Chanel agreed, and in 1931 she travelled to the US 

with her friend Misia. Chanel’s job was to design clothes 

for film stars – not just the clothes in films, but also the 

clothes that they wore at other times. Goldwyn wanted 

clothes that were still in fashion when the film was seen.  

It was part of Chanel's job to guess future fashions. 

The arrangement was for Chanel to work on three 

Goldwyn films. She produced her usual elegant clothes 

for the first two of these, but neither film was very 

successful. Some people said that Chanel’s dresses were 
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too quiet and elegant for Hollywood films. Chanel did 

not really like Hollywood life very much anyway. She had 

agreed to work on one more film, but she could do this 

work in Paris.

On their way home to Europe, Chanel and Misia 

stopped in New York. Interested in the fashion business 

here, Chanel looked around the city’s fashion area and 

visited some of the most famous shops like Macy’s and 

Bloomingdale’s. But her biggest surprise came in a cheap 

shop called Klein’s. The dresses here were very cheap, 

but the styles were not so different from the haute couture 

fashions in the expensive department stores. Only the 

kinds of fabric were different. At this moment, Chanel 

decided not to try and stop copies of her designs any 

more. In her opinion, copies were just a sign of success. 

When she was back in Europe, she had a fashion show 

in London. None of the clothes in the show were for sale. 

Chanel wanted people to copy them. Society women 

paid a lot of money to see the clothes, and brought their 

dressmakers with them. The money was used to help 

people who had injuries from the war.
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What do these words mean? You can use a dictionary.(on) set     series     crew     chill     episode    frog     gross

Working and chilling 
It takes five to seven days to filmjust one episode of The OC. Theactors work from between six tosixteen hours a day. Each actor hastheir own dressing room. They gothere when they’re not filming.

‘It’s really funny,’ says Adam, ‘Eachroom has a sofa, a phone and asmall table but the girls’ rooms arereally different to the guys’. The girls’rooms are like bedrooms – they’vegot candles, and posters on thewalls. My room hasn’t got anything
like that in it!’

All of the
actors love 
to listen to

It’s a top TV show  and is now in
its third series. The beaches are
beautiful, the people are
beautiful and the parties are
wild! So what happens on set
on the coolest TV show around?

Forget the sunscreen!
Most of The OC is filmed inside in aspecially designed set. As we know,in The OC the sun always shinesbut real life California does

have cloudy days. By filminginside, the crew don’t have
to worry about the
weather – they make
their own weather with
special lights and
equipment.

on set with
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Do you watch The OC? What do you like or dislike about it? 

music in their rooms. Ben likescountry music and Rachel plays hip-hop. Mischa’s a Radiohead fan andAdam likes indie bands. Chris playshis own music on his guitar.
Birthdays and dead frogs!
The OC stars are all good
friends, and enjoy having
fun together. Adam is
the joker of the group.
‘We always remember
birthdays and we buy
cakes and presents,’
says Mischa. ‘When it
was Rachel’s birthday, we
were filming in the school
biology room. We were cutting updead frogs. Rachel had lots of

presents in her dressing room andAdam put one of the dead frogs intoa box. It looked like a present. So,Rachel went home and opened herpresents and there was the deadfrog! It was gross! Rachel called meand she was screaming, ‘We’ve gotto do something to Adam!’ She
knew it was him!

The kiss
There’s lots of kissing
in The OC but what’s it
like for the actors?

‘Kissing someone for a
job is strange,’ says Ben.‘It’s not romantic at all! Thereare usually about

100 people
watching you.
You have to
forget that
they’re there.’

Who’s who?
Ryan: Ben McKenzie

Marissa: Mischa Barton
Seth: Adam Brody

Summer: Rachel Bilson
Luke: Chris Carmack
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Chanel fashions have been popular with the rich and famous  
for a very long time, and of course famous faces are good  

for sales.
In 1953, film star Marilyn Monroe was one of the most famous faces in the world. A reporter asked her what she wore in bed. Monroe’s answer was reported around the world: ’Chanel No. 5.’ This was great news for sales of the perfume, but Coco Chanel knew how to make even more money from it. She paid the Hollywood star to sell the perfume for the company in adverts. 

Since then, many famous stars have appeared in Chanel adverts, including Nicole Kidman, Keira Knightley and Audrey Tautou,  
the French actor who also played Coco in a film, Coco Before Chanel.  
The TV adverts for Chanel perfumes are famous for telling interesting 
stories and for using the world’s best film directors, like Martin Scorsese 
and Baz Luhrmann. They are also famous for being expensive. One advert 
with Nicole Kidman was three minutes long but cost eighteen million 
pounds to make!

CHANELand the Stars
Audrey Tatou in 
Chanel no. 5 advert
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Beyoncé loves vintage Chanel jewellery. She often wears Chanel belts too.

What do these words mean? You can use a dictionary.advert     vintage     premiere

Although the House of Chanel is about a hundred years old, it is still 
the first choice for many of the world's most famous stars.

Keira Knightley 
sometimes goes to 
Chanel fashion shows, and appears in adverts for Chanel perfume too.

Emma Watson wore a Chanel dress to the premiere of a Harry Potter film.

Sarah Jessica Parker is often seen in Chanel suits and dresses.

Blake Lively is another fan of Chanel haute couture, and has 
appeared in Chanel handbag adverts.
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Intermediate Intermediate

 Level 3 CEF stage B1  Level 3 CEF stage B1

The OC: The Gamble
Ryan’s back with the Cohens again, but for how long? The connection 
between him and Marissa gets stronger, while Summer takes a gamble  
on Seth.

Another great story from the first series of The OC!

The OC: The Misfits
At last! Marissa and Ryan are finally together… but will the path of true 
love run smoothly this time? Summer and Anna compete for Seth’s 
affections – but he just can’t seem to make up his mind.

The final story in the Scholastic OC series.

Pride and Prejudice by Jane Austen
Mr and Mrs Bennet have five unmarried daughters, and Mrs Bennet’s chief 
aim in life is find them husbands. The arrival of Mr Bingley and Mr Darcy, 
causes much excitement amongst the Bennet sisters. But are Bingley, 
Darcy and the charming officer Wickham all that they first appear to be? 
Film tie-in edition with Fact Files on Jane Austen, Leisure Time, and Love 
and Marriage in Regency England.

The Queen
“Tradition prepared her. Change will define her.” Great Britain, 1997. 

The Labour Party are in power for the first time in eighteen years and, for a 
time, the mood in Great Britain is buoyant. However, as news of the tragic 
death of Princess Diana rocks the country, Queen Elizabeth II struggles 
with her reaction and finds herself with difficult personal and professional 
decisions to make.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720843

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720850

Book Only
ISBN: 9781904720867

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781904720874

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775101

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775118

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775477

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775484 

NEW!

The Story of Chanel
Chanel is one of the world’s most famous fashion houses, known for 
its classic, elegant designs. Every year, the rich and the famous are 
photographed wearing Chanel clothes and the designs are copied all over 
the world. Why do so many people love this fashion house that started 
almost one hundred years ago? And who was  
the woman behind fashion’s biggest success  
story: Gabrielle ‘Coco’ Chanel?

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861841

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861858

NEW!

Michael Jackson
  Biography  

On June 25th, 2009, Michael Jackson died of a heart attack in a hospital 
in Los Angeles. A child star at the age of ten, Michael Jackson went on to 
become one of the biggest stars in the world, selling more records than any 
other singer. Read about Michael Jackson’s journey from child star to ‘King 
of Pop’ in this revealing story of an extraordinary life.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775828

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775835

The Lost Chronicles: Part 2
The survivors of the Oceanic Flight 815 crash are finding life on the island 
difficult and dangerous. And every day there are new mysteries… What is 
inside the strange hatch in the forest? Who are ‘The Others’ and why did 
they take Claire? And will Michael ever manage to build his boat and bring 
rescuers to the island?

Made in Dagenham
The year is 1968. Rita O’Grady and her friends work as machinists at the 
Ford car factory in Dagenham. It is detailed work, carried out in hot, noisy 
conditions. So why are the women paid the same as unskilled workers? Is 
it because the work is unskilled? Or is it because they are women?

Rita leads a fight against the unions, Ford management and even her own 
family to fight for equal pay, taking the women’s demands all the way to 
the British government. 
© Number 9 Films Limited. All Rights Reserved.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775224

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775729

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861902

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861919
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the flies and the heat and the noise of the trucks and wild dogs. 

They heard footsteps coming closer and then the man’s voice. 

‘Hello?’
Jamal sat up to see the man from the van bending down to 

look into their tent. 

‘It’s hot, huh?’ 

The man smiled as he opened two bottles of ice cold drinks 

and handed them to the boys. Jamal and Salim couldn’t believe 

their luck. No one ever gave them anything ... .

 

* * *

When the yellow van drove away from the dump, it was full of 

children, including Jamal, Salim and Latika. It took them all the 

way to the hills at the edge of the city. 

Jamal looked through the window and saw a camp site in the 

woods, with children everywhere playing and shouting. The 

children in the van could not contain their excitement: was this 

going to be the start of a new life for them? 

Minutes later they were sitting at a long table, eating their 

first real meal in a long, long time. They pushed the food 

hungrily into their mouths. 

Maman, the man who had brought them from the dump to 

this orphanage, was walking around chatting to the children. 

Watching him, Jamal said, ‘From the way he’s taking care of 

us, he must be a good man.’

Arvind, a younger boy who had come with them from the 

dump, asked, ‘But why are we not allowed to talk to the other 

children?’
Nobody had an answer, not even Salim. Anyway, the only 

important question on their minds was, were they allowed to 

have more food?

* * * 

As it grew dark, the children of the orphanage sat around an 

open fire. The new children from the city dump had been told to 

stand in a line to sing an old Indian song.

Maman stood in front of them. ‘Arvind?’ he said. The little 

boy stepped forward and began to sing. Maman closed his eyes 

and listened to the boy’s clear voice. 

‘Very good, Arvind,’ he smiled. ‘Very good.’

It was Salim’s turn next. He threw back his shoulders and 

sang as loudly and confidently as he could. It was terrible! 

Salim couldn’t sing, and all the children began to laugh. 

Salim did not share the joke. Angrily, he turned and pushed 

Latika hard. ‘I’ll kill you for laughing at me!’

Maman’s huge assistant, Punnoose, pulled the boy away. 

‘Get off her!’ he said, throwing Salim to the ground. 

But Salim could not turn off his anger so easily. He turned to 

face Punnoose. ‘Don’t touch me!’ he shouted. ‘You big, fat tree!’

Then he ran at the large man and started hitting and hitting. 

Punnoose just picked Salim up by the arms and lifted him into 
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Young men in    Regency* England 
* ‘Regency’ is the time between 1811 and 1820. 

Regency England is named after 
the Prince Regent, who became 
King George IV. He lived a wild 
life, and many young men copied 
him. He ate and 

drank too much, 

loved gambling 

and spent a lot 

of money. 

Becoming a gentleman
Boys from rich families studied Latin and Greek before going to a top school, such as Eton or Harrow. Families with a little less money sent their sons to schools like Dr Swishtail’s School in Vanity Fair. They were taught writing, maths and French. Riding a horse, fighting with a sword and racing in a carriage were all important skills for a young gentleman.

Studying … and having funOxford and Cambridge were the only universities in England at this time. Young 

“ Rawdon  
was excellent  
at gambling,  
horse-riding  
and  
drinking. ”

vanity_fair_78-88.indd   82
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Young men in    Regency* England 

What do these words mean? You can use a dictionary.sword      manage      Parliament       inherit      title      promotion 

men there studied Latin and Greek, the law or prepared for the church. Like Rawdon Crawley, and William Thackeray himself, many students cared more about horses, carriages, clothes and drinking than studying.  
Working life: army, church or a rich wife?
What did a young gentleman do all day long? Older sons of lords and ladies, like Pitt Crawley, managed their country estates and went into Parliament. Younger sons were less lucky. Like Rawdon Crawley, they often inherited very little. They either had to work or find a rich wife. Young gentlemen with a title (for example, Lord, Lady, Sir) and no money often married young 

ladies with plenty of 
money but no title. 
If a gentleman had 
money but no title, 
he could buy a good 
place in the army. 
George Osborne 
begins this story as 
Lieutenant Osborne. 

Britain 
was always at war 

at this time. There were no policemen, and fighting was an important skill for boys and 
young men to learn.  

Think of three times in Vanity 
Fair where men  

fight.

His father then buys him 
a promotion, and he 

becomes Captain 
Osborne. He could go 
into the church or 
the law, or become a 
banker. A gentleman 

could go abroad. Jos 
Sedley becomes rich as  

a tax collector in India.

vanity_fair_78-88.indd   83
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JOS SEDLEY is Amelia’s 

older brother. He is a tax 

collector in India. He is 

lazy, he loves his food and 

drink, and he dresses in 

bright clothes. 

WILLIAM DOBBIN 

is George Osborne’s 

best friend. He is the 

only honest person in 

Vanity Fair. 

AMELIA SEDLEY is a 

sweet girl. She has a 

comfortable house and 

a good fortune.

GEORGE OSBORNE 

is a rich and foolish 

young man who thinks 

very well of himself. 

BECKY SHARP is a clever 

girl. She has no money, no 

fortune and no parents. But 

that does not stop her from 

making her way in  

the world.

PEOPLE AND PLACES
PEOPLE AND PLACES
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RAWDON CRAWLEY 
is the younger son of 

Sir Pitt Crawley, and 

an officer in the army. 

He loves gambling, 

horse-riding and 

drinking.

LORD STEYNE is a 

very rich and important 

man in Vanity Fair. He 

does what he wants 

and never thinks about 

other people's feelings.

AUNT CRAWLEY is 

Sir Pitt’s unmarried 

sister. She has a great 

fortune and lives in 

Park Lane, in London. 

SIR PITT CRAWLEY 

is a lord from an old 

English family. He 

doesn’t wash very 

often, wears old 

clothes and can be 

rude! 

PLACES
IN LONDON: 

Russell Square: some richer families who work 

in the City live here

Great Gaunt Street and Gaunt Square: lords 

and ladies live here

Curzon Street, Mayfair: a cheaper part of 

central London 

OUTSIDE LONDON: 

Brompton: a cheaper place outside London 

where shopkeepers and city workers live

Queens Crawley: a large country house in 

Hampshire, owned by the Crawley family for 

hundreds of years

vanity_fair_1-79.indd   5
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Upper-Intermediate

 Level 4 CEF stage B

An Education
Jenny has just turned sixteen and is determined to escape her stifling 
suburban homelife by going to Oxford University. When she meets 
glamorous older man David, she starts to reassess her life and her 
ambitions…  A coming of age story set in 1960s London based on the hit 
2009 British film.

A Lion Called Christian
In 2006, YouTube.com featured an extraordinary film clip that showed the 
emotional reunion between two young men and their pet lion, Christian, in 
Kenya. Before long it had been watched by millions of people all over the 
world. This true story, told by Christian’s former owners, Ace and John, 
follows Christian’s journey from his time as a lion cub living in the King’s 
Road in London to his subsequent return to his natural home in Kenya.

 Cambridge ESOL selected text for 2013 examinations

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861001

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861018

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775927

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775934

Upper-Intermediate

 Level 4 CEF stage B2

Nowhere Boy
The true story of iconic musician John Lennon, growing up as a rebellious 
teenager in 1950s Liverpool.

Based on the recent movie by Sam Taylor-Wood.

Slumdog Millionaire
Jamal Malik, a street kid from the slums of Mumbai, has been arrested for 
cheating after answering eight questions correctly on the quiz show Who 
Wants to be a Millionaire? As Jamal’s story unfolds, it becomes clear to the 
Inspector of Police that the boy’s troubled and chaotic life has provided him 
with the answers. Will Jamal succeed in answering the final question… 
and be reunited with the love of his life, the  
beautiful Latika?

Book Only
ISBN: 9781906861025

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781906861032

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775903

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775910

Intermediate

 Level 3 CEF stage B1

Vanity Fair by William Makepeace Thackeray
Follow the fortunes of Becky Sharp, one of English literature’s most 
colourful heroines, as she uses her wit, charm and ruthless ambition in 
an attempt to forge a place for herself in high society. With Fact Files on 
William Thackeray, the Napoleonic Wars, and Young Men in Regency 
England.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775637

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775644

Touching the Void
In 1985, top mountaineers Joe Simpson and his friend Simon Yates went 
climbing in the Peruvian Andes. After a series of accidents, Simon was 
forced to cut the rope which held him and Joe together. At the time, Simon 
believed that he was sending his friend to his death.

An inspiring true story about endurance, courage and friendship in the face 
of terror and adversity.

Book Only
ISBN: 9781905775088

Book & CD
ISBN: 9781905775095
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Photocopiable Resource 
Books
Ideal for supplementing coursebooks, producing stand-alone lessons and 
self-study worksheets or introducing and practising language.

Our resource books are…
l Photocopiable
l Motivating and fun
l Easy to use
l Flexible

They provide language and practice through…
l Pair work l Cartoons
l Group work l Pictures
l Puzzles l Stories
l Quizzes & games l Songs & rhymes
l Crosswords

They cover all levels and skills, plus…
l Grammar l Projects
l Vocabulary l Drama
l Idioms l Literature
l Culture

English Language 
Teaching 
Welcome to our comprehensive range of photocopiable 
resource books for language teaching. We have over 
50 years’ experience of publishing lively supplementary 
materials for teachers and students worldwide at primary and 
secondary levels. We take pride in producing resources which 
are tried and tested, easy to use and require little teacher 
preparation time. The titles in this Timesaver catalogue 
provide hundreds of ready-made lessons for all levels, topics 
and age groups, and can be used in accordance with the 
Common European Framework of Reference for Languages 
(CEF). They are ideal for supplementing coursebooks in class, 
for producing stand alone lessons or self-study tasks. Free 
downloadable pages from all our titles are available at our 
website www.englishtimesavers.com.
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From the publishers of

JET: Clifford 
Songs and Chants
A photocopiable resource
for busy teachers
• This lively 64-page resource book

contains 15 songs and chants about
Clifford – the biggest, reddest dog
around – and his best friend, 
Emily Elizabeth. 

• Each song or chant is accompanied
by illustrations showing fun, easy-to-
follow actions for pupils to follow.

• The CD features performances by
children, plus music-only tracks so
the children can sing along.

• Each song or chant is followed by a
variety of activities which include
colouring and craft work.

• The Teacher’s Notes give guidelines
on how to exploit the material along
with ideas for extra activities.

LEVEL: PRIMARY

JUNIOR ENGLISH TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

• Junior English TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable
materials for primary level beginners. They save teacher preparation
time with a wide range of easy-to-use lessons and activities, providing
refreshing and motivating ideas for classes at all levels. They are ideal
for developing topics, introducing or revising language areas, or
supplementing existing course materials.

• Junior English TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities
by language point, activity type or theme, and photocopy the pages
you need! 

• Other titles in the Junior English TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the books published in this series. 
You can download sample pages from our books from the Teacher’s
Resource Centre on our website: www.link2english.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

JET: SONGS AND RHYMES

A comprehensive collection of 20 well-known songs and rhymes in
English for pre-school and primary learners, with lively teaching ideas
and photocopiable words, worksheets and exercises. The book is
accompanied by a CD/cassette. 

ISBN: 1-900702-66-5 (with CD) 
ISBN: 1-900702-75-4 (with Cassette)

JET: MINIBOOK MAKER

A unique collection of interactive puzzles and fun activities which
children can cut and fold to make into their own 16-page ‘minibooks’ on
culture, history and modern British life. An answer section is included
with background information for teachers and suggestions for further
exploitation (songs, art, craft projects, etc.).

ISBN: 1-900702-68-1

SKILLS

JET: SPEAKING ACTIVITIES

A resource book providing fun and motivating games to develop
speaking skills with young learners. Activities include spot-the-difference
pictures, role-plays, cut-out game, cards and puppets.

ISBN: 1-900702-67-3

www.link2english.com

CAROLYN GRAHAM

JET: Clifford Songs and Chants

CD
INSIDE!

CLIFFORD_2006  13/2/06  8:11 am  Page 1

JET: Live from London!
    
A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers
•  This rich audio-visual resource 

presents twelve short video diaries 
from real London children. The material 
is aimed at children from 8 years 
upwards. 

•  The video diaries cover a range of 
engaging topics, including school life, 
pocket money and weekends, as 
well as trips to famous London 
landmarks, and the ZSL London Zoo!

•  A subtitle option helps students 
make the link between spoken and 
written words, as well as providing 
extra support.

•  Each video diary is accompanied by 
four pages of photocopiable 
worksheets providing exploitation of 
the video, along with follow-up 
activities which include a Culture 
Spot, puzzle and mini-project. 

•  Full teacher’s notes, lesson plans and 
transcripts accompany each film.

•  Ideal material for improving students’ 
listening comprehension skills, as 
well as a motivating supplement to 
a coursebook topic. 

LEVEL:  PRIMARY

JUNIOR ENGLISH TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  Junior English TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable 
materials for primary level beginners. They save teacher preparation 
time with a wide range of easy-to-use lessons and activities, providing 
refreshing and motivating ideas for classes at all levels. They are ideal 
for developing topics, introducing or revising language areas, or 
supplementing existing course materials.

•  Junior English TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities 
by language point, activity type or theme, and photocopy the pages 
you need! 

•  Other titles in the Junior English TIMESAVER series 
Here is a selection of some of the books published in this series. 
You can download sample pages from our books at: 
www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

JET: CLIFFORD SONGS AND CHANTS (with CD)

Everybody loves Clifford! This book provides 15 songs and chants all 
about Clifford, the big, red dog. Pupils can listen and sing along with the 
CD or use the music-only track to sing by themselves. Accompanying 
activities include colouring and craft work.

JET: SONGS AND RHYMES (with CD)

A comprehensive collection of 20 well-known songs and rhymes in 
English for pre-school and primary learners, with lively teaching ideas 
and photocopiable words, worksheets and exercises.

SKILLS

JET: PROJECTS ACROSS THE CURRICULUM

This useful cross-curricular resource book contains 24 ready-to-use 
projects in science, maths and social studies. Worksheets introduce the 
topic and necessary vocabulary, while resource sheets provide extra 
information with which the pupils prepare the projects. 

JET: DRAMA IN THE CLASSROOM

A lively collection of drama activities to use in the primary classroom. 
The fun activities include action rhymes, games, mimes, jokes and class 
plays all aimed at increasing the young learner’s confidence in using English.

JET: SPEAKING ACTIVITIES

A resource book providing fun and motivating games to develop 
speaking skills with young learners. Activities include spot-the-difference 
pictures, role-plays, cut-out game, cards and puppets.

Live from
 London!

BY SARAH JOHNSON AND 
FIONA BEDDALL

From the publishers of

www.englishtimesavers.com

Live from 
London!

BY NINA LAUDER 

From the publishers of

JET: Projects Across
the Curriculum
A photocopiable resource
for busy teachers

• This rich 80-page resource contains
24 projects, covering the three
principal curriculum subjects at
primary level: science, maths and
social studies. It is aimed at 
children from 8 years upwards.

• Each project includes an
introductory activity to pre-teach
any all the information necessary 
for the children to prepare and
research their own projects.

• Projects are carefully graded into
three levels, based on pupils’
language and cognitive levels.

• Comprehensive teacher’s notes
accompany each project, along 
with suggestions for follow-up
activities, and a list of weblinks for
further research.

• Suitable for use by both 
primary English teachers and 
core content teachers.

LEVEL: PRIMARY

JUNIOR ENGLISH TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

• Junior English TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable
materials for primary level beginners. They save teacher preparation
time with a wide range of easy-to-use lessons and activities, providing
refreshing and motivating ideas for classes at all levels. They are ideal
for developing topics, introducing or revising language areas, or
supplementing existing course materials.

• Junior English TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities 
by language point, activity type or theme, and photocopy the pages 
you need! 

• Other titles in the Junior English TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the books published in this series. 
You can download sample pages from our books from the Teacher’s
Resource Centre on our website: www.link2english.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

JET: SONGS AND RHYMES

A comprehensive collection of 20 well-known songs and rhymes in
English for pre-school and primary learners, with lively teaching ideas 
and photocopiable words, worksheets and exercises. The book is
accompanied by a CD/cassette.

JET: MINIBOOK MAKER

A unique collection of interactive puzzles and fun activities which children
can cut and fold to make into their own 16-page ‘minibooks’ on culture,
history and modern British life. An answer section is included with
background information for teachers and suggestions for further
exploitation (songs, art, craft projects, etc.).

SKILLS

JET: DRAMA IN THE CLASSROOM

A lively collection of drama activities to use in the primary classroom. 
The fun activities include action rhymes, games, mimes, jokes and class
plays all aimed at increasing the young learner’s confidence in using English.

JET: SPEAKING ACTIVITIES

A resource book providing fun and motivating games to practise and
encourage speaking skills with young learners, many of which involve pair
work and role-plays.

www.link2english.com

Projects Across the Curriculum

HAVE YOU SEEN THE MARY GLASGOW
ENGLISH MAGAZINES? For more information, visit our

website: www.link2english.com
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Language focus

Vocabulary: sweets, fizzy drink, ice-cream, comic,

magazine, toy dinosaur, cake, crisps, felt pens,

stickers

I want …

How much is/are …?

Numbers: 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90

Pounds and pence

Materials
copies of handout G (cut in half) for each pair of

pupils

Procedure

1 Ask the pupils if they get pocket money and what

they like to spend it on. (Be sensitive about

discussing amounts with the pupils as some are

bound to receive more than others, and some may

not receive any at all.)

2 Divide the class into two groups (Group 1 and

Group 2). Hand out a copy of Picture G1 to each

student in Group 1 and Picture G2 to each student

in Group 2. It is best if Pupils 1 and 2 are not sitting

near each other at this stage as they need to keep

their pictures secret. 

3 Teach the words by asking your pupils what they

can see: sweets, fizzy drink, ice-cream, comic,

magazine, toy dinosaur, cake, crisps, felt pens,

stickers

4 Discuss with the pupils how much the items might

cost in their own currency and then teach the

words pound(s) and pence. Explain that there are

100 pence in a pound. Write some simple prices on

the board and ask pupils to read them out to you:

£1, £2, £5, 50p, 80p, 20p, etc.

5 Put the pupils into pairs so that one has picture G1

and one has picture G2. Tell the pupils that some of

the prices are missing. They need to find out how

much each item in the shop costs by asking their

partner: How much is the comic?/How much are

the sweets? and writing down the price on the

price tag. They should check the prices by

comparing pictures at the end: sweets 20p, fizzy

drink 50p, ice-cream 80p, comic 60p, toy dinosaur

70p, cake 50p, crisps 40p, magazine £1, felt pens

90p, stickers 30p

6 Tell the pupils that you are going to give them

each £2 pocket money to spend and that they have

to decide what they will buy and tell a partner. Get

them to practise by telling you first: I want a …, a

… and a …. 

7 Get pupils to tell their partner what they want to

buy. Explain that the partner should add up the

total amounts and check that it is £2 or less.

Follow-up activity

1 Elicit a dialogue between a customer and a

shopkeeper like the one below, writing prompts on

the board if necessary:

A: Hello. How much is an ice-cream?

B: 80 pence.

A: And how much are these sweets?

B: 20 pence.

A: Here’s one pound.

B: Thank you.

2 Pupils can go on to role-play their own dialogues:

one pupil is the customer and the other is the

shopkeeper.

3 Get volunteers to act out their dialogues in front of

the class.

Alternative activity

1 Pupils can play a memory game using the picture.

Give them one minute to look at the picture, then

get them to turn their pictures face down. In pairs,

they should list all the items they can remember in

English if possible and in L1 if they are unsure of

the English.

2 The pair with the longest list reads it out. Elicit or

provide the English names of any items they list in

L1. The rest of the class ticks off the words on their

own lists and adds any further words at the end. 
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Songs &
 Rhym

es
JUNIOR ENGLISH TIM

ESAVER PHOTOCOPIABLE

ANNIE HUGHESJET:  
Songs & Rhymes
A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers
•  This resource book contains a 

comprehensive collection of twenty 
well-known songs and rhymes in 
English aimed at young learners at 
Beginner level. Each song and rhyme 
is accompanied by a photocopiable 
worksheet with warm-up and 
comprehension-based activities.

•  Songs and rhymes range from the 
traditional such as If You’re Happy 
and You Know It to contemporary 
classics such as The Beatles’ 
Hello, Goodbye. Each is carefully 
selected based on its low-level 
language and humorous appeal for 
the target ages.

•  Step-by-step teacher’s notes 
accompany each activity with 
useful ideas for extension work.

•  Lively recordings of all the songs 
and rhymes come on the 
accompanying CD – perfect as 
a model for a class sing-along! 

LEVEL:  PRIMARY

JUNIOR ENGLISH TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  Junior English TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable 
materials for primary level beginners. They save teacher preparation 
time with a wide range of easy-to-use lessons and activities, providing 
refreshing and motivating ideas for classes at all levels. They are 
ideal for developing topics, introducing or revising language areas, or 
supplementing existing course materials.

•  Junior English TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities 
by language point, activity type or theme, and photocopy the pages 
you need! 

•  Other titles in the Junior English TIMESAVER series 
Here is a selection of some of the books published in this series. 
You can download sample pages from our books from the Teacher’s 
Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

JET: CLIFFORD SONGS AND CHANTS (with CD)

Everybody loves Clifford! This book provides 15 songs and chants all 
about Clifford, the big, red dog. Pupils can listen and sing along with the 
CD or use the music-only track to sing by themselves. Accompanying 
activities include colouring and craft work.

SKILLS

JET: PROJECTS ACROSS THE CURRICULUM

This useful cross-curricular resource book contains 24 ready-to-use 
projects in science, maths and social studies. Worksheets introduce the 
topic and necessary vocabulary, while resource sheets provide extra 
information with which the pupils prepare the projects. 

JET: DRAMA IN THE CLASSROOM

A lively collection of drama activities to use in the primary classroom. 
The fun activities include action rhymes, games, mimes, jokes and class 
plays all aimed at increasing the young learner’s confidence in using English.

JET: SPEAKING ACTIVITIES

A resource book providing fun and motivating games to develop speaking 
skills with young learners. Activities include spot-the-difference pictures, 
role-plays, cut-out game, cards and puppets.

SongRhy_10reprint_SCHO.indd   1 28/6/10   12:28:09
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JET: Clifford Songs and Chants
YOUNG LEARNERS
Carolyn Graham

Everyone loves Clifford! This book provides 15 songs and chants all 
about Clifford, the big red dog. Pupils can listen, sing along or use 
the music-only track to sing by themselves. Fun activities include 
colouring, drawing and doing actions to the songs, all ideal for the 
young learner.

64 pages plus CD

ISBN: 9781904720409

JET: Drama in the Classroom
YOUNG LEARNERS
Fiona Beddall

This lively resource book contains a variety of drama activities to suit 
a range of levels and abilities. It is aimed at children from 8 years 
upwards. Activities include action rhymes, games, mimes, jokes and 
plays, supported by photocopiable cards, masks and puzzles. Step-by-
step teacher’s notes accompany each activity, with ideas for further 
exploitation.

96 pages

ISBN 9781904720805

JET: Live from London
YOUNG LEARNERS
Sarah Johnson & Fiona Beddall

Welcome to London! This rich resource contains activities based on 
twelve short films about London seen through the eyes of the children 
who live there. Find out what typical London schools and houses are 
like, and see the sights – the River Themes, the London Zoo, Big Ben 
and many more! Full teacher’s notes accompany each lesson.

80 pages plus DVD

ISBN: 9781905775811

JET: Projects Across the Curriculum
YOUNG LEARNERS
Nina Lauder

This rich resource contains 24 projects, covering principal curriculum 
subjects at primary level: science, maths and social studies. Aimed 
at children from 8 years upwards, projects are carefully graded into 
three levels based on pupils’ language and cognitive levels. Activities 
are motivating and fun, ranging from making musical instruments from 
recycled material to writing coded messages. Photocopiable resource 
sheets indicate how to prepare and research each project. Supports 
Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL).

80 pages

ISBN 9781904720812

JET: Speaking Activities
YOUNG LEARNERS
Viv Lambert & Cheryl Pelteret

A rich resource book providing fun and motivating games to practise 
and encourage speaking skills with young learners. Many of these 
activities will involve pair work and the book includes short role-plays 
and picture stories.

64 pages

ISBN 9781900702676

JET: Songs & Rhymes
YOUNG LEARNERS
Annie Hughes

A comprehensive collection of well-known, traditional songs and 
rhymes in English for pre-school and primary learners. Includes lively 
teaching ideas with worksheets and exercises.

46 pages plus CD

ISBN 9781900702669

JET: Primary Teachers’ Resource Books
YOUNG LEARNERS
Edited by Karen Gray

These books provide teachers of English with a variety of easy-to-
prepare supplementary materials for use with young children. Each 
book is packed full of lessons, games, songs, art and craft projects 
and worksheets, plus teacher’s notes. Ideas have been tested by 
teachers, and featured themes give children a real taste of British 
culture.

Book 1 – Red  Christmas, Myself, Animals
Book 2 – Blue  Homes, Transport, Food
Book 3 – Green  Body, Free Time, Holidays

32 pages per book

Book 1 – Red 
ISBN 9781900702300 

Book 2 – Blue 
ISBN 9781900702355

Book 3 – Green 
ISBN 9781900702379

FREE LESSONS ONLINE!
Download free pages from 

our books at
www.englishtimesavers.com

FREE LESSONS ONLINE!
Download free pages from 

our books at
www.englishtimesavers.com
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INTERMEDIATEFrom the publishers of

TIMESAVER
For Real!
English in Everyday
Situations 
A photocopiable resource
for busy teachers

• This 96-page resource book offers
teachers a wealth of activities based
on reading and listening realia, and is
invaluable for teachers presenting a
‘Background to Britain’.

• Activities aid integrated skills
development, with a particular focus
on reading, listening and vocabulary.
Target structures are revised in an
enjoyable and meaningful way.

• Fun and motivating activities include
‘Shopping at the CD Megastore’, 
‘TV Listings’, and ‘Maps of Britain
and Local Towns’ with associated
exercises including jigsaw pair work,
matching activities and role play.

• An audio CD with authentic and
semi-authentic listening material
accompanies the book.

LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!
• TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for

English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

• TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-
to-use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas
for classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics,
introducing or revising language areas, or supplementing existing
course materials.

• TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

• Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.link2english.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER CUSTOMS & LIFESTYLE IN THE UK & IRELAND
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

This popular title presents a variety of activities and reading texts based
on aspects of British and Irish life and culture. The motivating teenage
material will encourage discussion and cross-cultural comparison. Topics
include ‘Going Out and Hanging Out’, ‘The British Seaside’, ‘Music
Festivals’ and many more.

TIMESAVER BRITISH HISTORY HIGHLIGHTS (with poster)
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

This fascinating title presents highlights of British history in a way which
will directly appeal to teenage students. Topics include ‘Crazy Kings and
Cool Queens’, ‘Worst Wars’ and ‘Dreadful Disasters’. Students are
prompted to link historical events to present day situations, and personal
project suggestions are included.

SKILLS

TIMESAVER EXTRACTS 2
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED

This book provides 14 authentic extracts from modern and classical
literature, each exploring a different theme, from a range of British literature
including Bridget Jones’s Diary and Pride and Prejudice. The extracts are
followed by a variety of language activities, including material suitable as
practice for the Cambridge CAE and CPE examinations.

www.link2english.com

For Real! English in Everyday Situations

BY MARTYN FORD 
& DAVE KING 

HAVE YOU SEEN THE MARY GLASGOW
ENGLISH MAGAZINES? For more information, visit our

website: www.link2english.com

CD
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INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATEFrom the publishers of

TIMESAVER
Customs & Lifestyle 
in the English-
World

A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers

•  This 80-page resource book 
presents aspects of life and 
culture in Australia, Canada, 
New Zealand and South Africa. 
The nine topics in each section 
are viewed from a teenage 
perspective and range from sport 
and food to lifestyle and music.

•  The material is designed to stimulate 
discussion and cross-cultural 
comparison. Each topic culminates 
with a suggestion for project work. 

•  The motivating activities include 
gap-filling, matching, skimming 
and scanning as well as quizzes, 
games and puzzles.

•  A CD of the principal texts and 
interviews, recorded by native 
speakers, is included as a 
supplement. 

•  A full answer key is provided.

 

LEVEL: 
INTERMEDIATE – 
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE 

Custom
s &

 Lifestyle in the English-speaking W
orld

Customs & Lifestyle in the 
English-speaking World

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for 
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or 
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language 
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER CUSTOMS & LIFESTYLE IN THE UK & IRELAND
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

This popular title presents a variety of activities and reading texts based 
on aspects of British and Irish life and culture. The motivating teenage 
material will encourage discussion and cross-cultural comparison. 
Topics include ‘Going Out and Hanging Out’, ‘The British Seaside’, 
‘Music Festivals’ and many more.

REAL VIDEO TIMESAVERS
TEEN LIFE – UK! (with video) 
INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED

Teen Life – UK! brings highly motivating material - originally written for 
teenagers watching the UK’s Channel 5 – into your classroom. Each video 
extract is 5-8 minutes long and includes teenagers talking about topics 
such as relationships, a soap opera set in a UK secondary school, and a 
cross-curricular science programme. The accompanying resource book 
includes comprehension exercises, extension activities and self-study 
material.

LANGUAGE PRACTICE 

TIMESAVER 50 MIXED-ABILITY GRAMMAR LESSONS
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This rich resource provides grammar practice activities for the mixed-
ability class covering the main Elementary, Pre-Intermediate and 
Intermediate structures. Each lesson contains three graded levels of 
activity based around each structure. The fun and interesting topics and 
activities provide ideal consolidation and further practice of recently 
acquired structures.

speaking

www.englishtimesavers.com

BY CHERYL PELTERET 

From the publishers of

TIMESAVER
Customs & Lifestyle 
in the UK & Ireland

A photocopiable resource
for busy teachers

• This 96-page resource book presents
aspects of British and Irish life and
culture from a teenage perspective.
Topics include Going Out and Hanging
Out, the British Seaside, Music
Festivals and many more. 

• The material has been designed to
encourage students to discuss the
information and compare it with their
own experiences.

• The motivating activities include 
gap-filling, matching and role-play as
well as quizzes, games and puzzles.

• Each unit offers activities at three levels
allowing the teacher to match the
material to the students’ ability.

• A full answer key is provided.

LEVEL:

PRE-INTERMEDIATE –

UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

• TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

• TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

• TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

• Other titles in the TIMESAVERS series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER NEW YORK
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A variety of reading texts, activities and games on every aspect of 
New York life including sightseeing, travel, shopping, museums, galleries,
theatre, food and sport. Each activity provides structured language and
vocabulary practice, with suggestions for discussion and follow-up
pairwork and groupwork.

TIMESAVER LONDON! (with free map)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A variety of reading texts, activities and games on every aspect of London
life – sightseeing, travel, sport, shopping, museums, galleries as well as
Londoners themselves. Topics include Hamley’s Toy Shop, Cockney
Rhyming Slang, Party in the Park and London Football Clubs. Each activity
provides structured language and vocabulary practice, with suggestions for
discussion and follow-up pairwork and groupwork.

LANGUAGE PRACTICE

TIMESAVER 50 MIXED-ABILITY GRAMMAR LESSONS
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This rich resource provides grammar practice activities for the mixed-ability
class covering the main Elementary, Pre-Intermediate and Intermediate
structures. Each lesson contains three graded levels of activity based
around each structure. The fun and interesting topics and activities provide
ideal consolidation and further practice of recently acquired structures.

Custom
s &

 Lifestyle in the UK &
 Ireland

PRE-INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

BY JULIA STARR KEDDLE 
& MARTYN HOBBS

www.englishtimesavers.com
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PRE-INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATEFrom the publishers of

TIMESAVER
Festivals and Special
Days in Britain 
A photocopiable resource
for busy teachers
• This 96-page resource brings

contemporary British culture straight
into the classroom with a collection
of activities based on festivals and
special days in Britain. A true picture
of multi-cultural Britain in the 21st
century is presented through a range
of celebrations including Christmas,
Diwali and Chinese New Year. 

• Activities are fun and motivating 
and designed to appeal to 
teenage students. Exercises 
include puzzles, games, mazes and
matching activities.

• Students’ appreciation and
knowledge of British culture will
develop as they use their language
skills to find out about contemporary
special days such as ‘Red Nose Day’
and the Notting Hill Carnival.

• A full answer key is provided. 

LEVEL: PRE-INTERMEDIATE –
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!
• TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for

English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

• TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-
to-use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas
for classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics,
introducing or revising language areas, or supplementing existing
course materials.

• TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

• Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.link2english.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER NEW YORK
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A variety of reading texts, activities and games on every aspect of New
York life including sightseeing, travel, shopping, museums, galleries,
theatre, food and sport. Each activity provides structured language and
vocabulary practice, with suggestions for discussion and follow-up
pairwork and groupwork.

SKILLS

TIMESAVER PRONUNCIATION ACTIVITIES (with 2 CDs + poster)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This essential resource is full of fun pronunciation activities aiming to
improve students’ fluency and confidence and to equip them with the
skills they need to understand and be understood in the world today. 
A free colour poster of the phonemic chart with accompanying ideas for
exploitation is also included.

TIMESAVER 40 COMBINED SKILLS LESSONS FOR THE COMMON EUROPEAN
FRAMEWORK (with CD)
A1/A2

This invaluable resource provides focused, communicative practice of all
four skills for teenage students at CEF levels A1 – A2. All lessons have
vocabulary activities and culminate in speaking and writing tasks. The
‘Can-do’ checklist at the end of each lesson allows students to check
their progress. 

www.link2english.com

Festivals and Special Days in Britain

BY MELANIE BIRDSALL 

HAVE YOU SEEN THE MARY GLASGOW
ENGLISH MAGAZINES? For more information, visit our

website: www.link2english.com
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From the publishers of

www.englishtimesavers.com

ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

BY SARAH JOHNSON &
JANE MYLES 

TIMESAVER

London!
A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers

•  This book contains a variety of 
reading texts, activities and games 
on every aspect of London life 
– sightseeing, travel, sport, shopping, 
museums, galleries and, of course, 
on Londoners themselves. The 
texts are aimed at young teenagers 
learning English.

•  Each activity provides structured 
language and vocabulary practice, 
with suggestions for discussion and 
follow-up pairwork and groupwork.

•  Topics cover areas as diverse 
as Hamley’s Toy Shop, Cockney 
Rhyming Slang, Party in the Park and 
London Football Clubs as well as 
the more historical side of London: 
Buckingham Palace, Big Ben and the 
Tower of London. 

•  A poster-sized map of the capital 
is included along with ideas for 
class exploitation.

LEVEL:  
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for 
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or 
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language 
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER NEW YORK
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This book contains a variety of reading texts, activities and games 
covering diverse aspects of New York city. Each activity provides 
structured language and vocabulary practice, with suggestions for 
discussion and follow-up pairwork. 

LANGUAGE PRACTICE

TIMESAVER 40 COMBINED SKILLS LESSONS FOR THE COMMON EUROPEAN 
FRAMEWORK (with CD)
A1 / A2

This invaluable resource provides focused, communicative practice of all 
four skills for teenage students at CEF levels A1 – A2. All lessons have 
vocabulary activities and culminate in speaking and writing tasks. 
The ‘Can-do’ checklist at the end of each lesson allows students to check 
their progress against the Common European Framework descriptors. 

TIMESAVER MORE RAPS FOR LEARNING ENGLISH (with CD)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A further collection of 25 raps providing fun and stimulating material to 
use in the teenage classroom. The raps will extend the student’s vocabulary 
and give extra practice in relevant structures. Activities include quizzes, 
word searches, crosswords and games as well as listening tasks.

With
 free 

 poster!

LONDON!

From the publishers of

REAL VIDEO TIMESAVERS
Teen Life – UK!
A photocopiable resource
for busy teachers

• Teenagers live and breathe a world
of sophisticated media with which
traditional teaching materials
struggle to compete. Teen Life – UK!
brings highly motivating material –
originally written for teenagers
watching the UK’s Channel 5 – into
your classroom. 

• Each video extract is 5-8 minutes
long and taken from a Channel 5
programme. Extracts include
teenagers talking about relationships,
a soap opera set in a UK secondary
school, and a programme in which
young Britons get the chance to
travel and discover their roots. Each
extract is repeated with selected
captions to aid comprehension. 

• The accompanying photocopiable
pages are carefully structured to
enable students to gain maximum
enjoyment and understanding from
each extract. They include pre-
watching suggestions,
comprehension and extension
exercises, cross-cultural discussion
points and self-study material.

• Videoscripts for all programmes and
an answer key also provided.

LEVEL: 
INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED

REAL VIDEO TIMESAVERS
Authentic, motivating video material for busy teachers!

• REAL VIDEO TIMESAVERS are a series of authentic UK video material put
together with photocopiable activities for English teachers to use with
students aged 14 and upwards.

• REAL VIDEO TIMESAVERS save teachers the huge amount of preparation
time necessary to create materials based around video, providing
refreshing and motivating ideas for classes at all levels.

• REAL VIDEO TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select your programme
of choice by topic, activity type or language point and photocopy the
pages you need!

• Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.link2english.com

SKILLS

TIMESAVER PRONUNCIATION ACTIVITIES (with 2 CDs + poster)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This essential resource is full of fun pronunciation activities aiming to
improve students’ fluency and confidence and to equip them with the
skills they need to understand and be understood in the world today. 
A free colour poster of the phonemic chart with accompanying ideas for
exploitation is also included.

TIMESAVER STORYBOARD: 24 STORIES THROUGH PICTURES (with CD)
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – INTERMEDIATE

A rich resource offering teachers a fun and motivating way to improve the
fluency of teenage students. There are 24 picture stories each accompanied
by a variety of tasks, culminating in the students writing their own version.
Interviews and stories connected to each story are on the accompanying CD. 

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER BRITISH HISTORY HIGHLIGHTS (with poster)
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

This fascinating title presents highlights of British history in a way which
will directly appeal to teenage students. Topics include Crazy Kings and
Cool Queens, Worst Wars and Dreadful Disasters. Students are prompted
to link historical events to present day situations, and personal project
suggestions are included.

www.link2english.com

INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED

BY BARRY TOMALIN
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REAL VIDEO TIMESAVERS

INSIDE!

HAVE YOU SEEN THE MARY GLASGOW
ENGLISH MAGAZINES? For more information, visit our

website: www.link2english.com
ISBN 978-1-904-72057-7
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Culture in the English-Speaking WorldCulture in the English-Speaking World

Customs and Lifestyles in the English-speaking 
World
INTERMEDIATE–UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (B1–B2)
Cheryl Pelteret

This informative resource presents aspects of lifestyle and culture 
in Australia, Canada, New Zealand and South Africa from a teenage 
perspective. Each country is viewed through a range of topics, 
including sport, food and folklore. A CD of the principal texts and 
interviews, recorded by native speakers, is included.

80 pages plus CD

ISBN 9781904720980 

Customs and Lifestyles in the UK and Ireland
PRE-INTERMEDIATE–UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (A2–B2)
Julia Starr Keddle & Martin Hobbs

This stimulating resource provides a real insight into everyday culture, 
customs and lifestyle from the UK and Ireland presented through 
activities, reading texts and communicative games. Topics include 
Glastonbury music festival, teenage birthdays, top city guides and 
many more.

96 pages

ISBN 9781904720133

Festivals and Special Days in Britain
PRE-INTERMEDIATE–UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (A2–B2)
Melanie Birdsall

An enjoyable and engaging introduction to British culture with 
photocopiable exercises and activities. This title explores many 
traditional celebrations such as Pancake Day, Ramadan and Guy 
Fawkes’ Night plus more contemporary events including the Notting 
Hill Carnival. Students are presented with a rich and detailed picture of 
multi-cultural Britain today.

96 pages

ISBN 9781900702409

For Real! English in Everyday Situations 
INTERMEDIATE (B1)
Martyn Ford and Dave King

A wealth of reading and listening activities based on a range 
of authentic and semi-authentic references. Activities provide 
opportunities for discussion about Britain and crosscultural 
comparison, as well as practical material for a trip to the UK. Activities 
aid integrated skills development and revise specific structures in an 
enjoyable and meaningful way.

96 pages plus CD

ISBN 9781900702232

Holidays and Special Days in the USA
ELEMENTARY–UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (A1–B2)
Jane Myles

An exciting and extensive collection of photocopiable activities to 
introduce contemporary US culture to the classroom. Covering all 
the important local celebrations, this book presents a representative 
picture of multi-cultural USA today. Celebrations covered include 
Halloween, Thanksgiving, Hannukah, Cinco de Mayo, Fourth of July 
and many more.

96 pages

ISBN 9781900702591

London! 
ELEMENTARY–INTERMEDIATE(A1–B1)
Sarah Johnson & Jane Myles 

A variety of texts, activities and games based on London life, including 
sightseeing, museums, travel and Londoners themselves. Activities 
provide structured language and vocabulary practice with suggestions 
for follow-up tasks. Topics include Hamley’s toyshop, London football 
clubs, Big Ben and the Tower of London.

80 pages plus free 
map of London 

ISBN 9781900702980 

FREE LESSONS ONLINE!
Download free pages from 

our books at
www.englishtimesavers.com

FREE LESSONS ONLINE!
Download free pages from 

our books at
www.englishtimesavers.com

Real Video Timesavers: Teen Life – UK
INTERMEDIATE– ADVANCED (B1– C1)
Barry Tomalin

Bring authentic, motivating material from the UK’s Channel 5 into your 
classroom! Lessons are structured around 5– 8 minute programme 
extracts, including teenagers discussing relationships, a soap opera 
set in a UK school and a crosscurricular science programme. On-
screen support aids comprehension and the accompanying resource 
book provides extension and self-study activities.

64 pages plus DVD

ISBN 9781904720577

Includes 
a free  

poster-sized 
map of  
London
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EDITED BY SUE FINNIE & 
DANIÈLE BOURDAIS

VOCABULARY ACTIVITIES (ELEM
ENTARY)

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for 
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or 
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language 
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE PRACTICE 

TIMESAVER 50 MIXED-ABILITY GRAMMAR LESSONS
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This rich resource provides grammar practice activities for the mixed-ability 
class covering the main Elementary, Pre-Intermediate and Intermediate 
structures. Each lesson contains three graded levels of activity based 
around each structure. The fun and interesting topics and activities provide 
ideal consolidation and further practice of recently acquired structures.

TIMESAVER MORE RAPS FOR LEARNING ENGLISH (with CD)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A further collection of 25 raps providing fun and stimulating material to 
use in the teenage classroom. The raps will extend the student’s vocabulary 
and give extra practice in relevant structures. Activities include quizzes, 
word searches, crosswords and games as well as listening tasks.

TIMESAVER 40 COMBINED SKILLS LESSONS FOR THE COMMON EUROPEAN 
FRAMEWORK (with CD)
A1 – A2

This invaluable resource provides focused, communicative practice of all 
four skills for teenage students at CEF levels A1 and A2. All lessons have 
vocabulary activities and culminate in speaking and writing tasks. 
The ‘Can-do’ checklist at the end of each lesson allows students to check 
their progress against the Common European Framework descriptors.

TIMESAVER
Vocabulary Activities
A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers

•  This 96-page resource contains a 
lively collection of over 80 motivating 
vocabulary activities for immediate 
use in the classroom. The material 
covers a wide range of topics and is 
ideal for presenting and practising 
vocabulary at low levels.

•  Activities include crosswords, logic 
problems, personality tests, quizzes, 
wordsearches and board games.

•  The material can be used to 
supplement a class coursebook, as 
well as being a useful self-study or 
homework resource.  

LEVEL:  ELEMENTARY

From the publishers of

www.englishtimesavers.com Go to: 
www.englishtimesavers.com

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO SEE THE 
FULL RANGE OF TIMESAVER TITLES!
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ISBN 978-1-900-70257-7

9 781900 702577
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ELEMENTARY

EDITED BY 
COLEEN DEGNAN-VENESS

GRAM
M

AR ACTIVITIES (ELEM
ENTARY)

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for 
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or 
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language 
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE PRACTICE 

TIMESAVER 50 MIXED-ABILITY GRAMMAR LESSONS
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This rich resource provides grammar practice activities for the mixed-ability 
class covering the main Elementary, Pre-Intermediate and Intermediate 
structures. Each lesson contains three graded levels of activity based 
around each structure. The fun and interesting topics and activities provide 
ideal consolidation and further practice of recently acquired structures.

TIMESAVER MORE RAPS FOR LEARNING ENGLISH (with CD)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A further collection of 25 raps providing fun and stimulating material to 
use in the teenage classroom. The raps will extend the student’s vocabulary 
and give extra practice in relevant structures. Activities include quizzes, 
word searches, crosswords and games as well as listening tasks.

TIMESAVER 40 COMBINED SKILLS LESSONS FOR THE COMMON EUROPEAN 
FRAMEWORK (with CD)
A1 – A2

This invaluable resource provides focused, communicative practice of all 
four skills for teenage students at CEF levels A1 and A2. All lessons have 
vocabulary activities and culminate in speaking and writing tasks. 
The ‘Can-do’ checklist at the end of each lesson allows students to check 
their progress against the Common European Framework descriptors.

TIMESAVER
Grammar Activities
A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers

•  This 96-page resource contains 
over 80 lively and motivating 
grammar activities for immediate 
use in the classroom. All the 
main grammar points of an 
elementary English language 
syllabus are covered.

•  Activities include crosswords, 
personality tests, quizzes, 
wordsearches and games. 
There is a mixture of group work, 
pair work and individual tasks. 

•  Ideal for consolidating and recycling 
recently acquired structures.

•  Flexible usage – can be used in 
class and as self-study or homework.

LEVEL:  ELEMENTARY

From the publishers of

ISBN 978-1-900-70255-3

9 781900 702553

www.englishtimesavers.com Go to: 
www.englishtimesavers.com

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO SEE THE 
FULL RANGE OF TIMESAVER TITLES!
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From the publishers of

TIMESAVER
Visual Grammar
A photocopiable resource
for busy teachers

• This 80-page resource book provides
a comprehensive collection of the
main grammar points covered at
elementary, pre-intermediate and
intermediate levels, practised through
a series of fun and memorable
cartoons. Activity types include gap
fill and matching exercises, dialogue
completion, and question and
negative formation.

• Language points covered range from
elementary structures such as
present continuous and ‘going to’ 
to high intermediate tenses such as
passives and future perfect.

• Ideal as consolidation and as further
practice of recently acquired
structures, either in class or as self-
study at home.

LEVEL:
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

• TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

• TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

• TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

• Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE PRACTICE

TIMESAVER MORE RAPS FOR LEARNING ENGLISH (with CD)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A further collection of 25 raps providing fun and stimulating material to 
use in the teenage classroom. The raps will extend the student’s
vocabulary and give extra practice in relevant structures. Activities include
quizzes, word searches, crosswords and games as well as listening tasks.

TIMESAVER PHRASAL VERBS & IDIOMS
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED

Fun and stimulating activities for both presentation and practice of the
most commonly used phrasal verbs and idioms in English. Ideal for all
classes and especially for students studying for exams. 

SKILLS

TIMESAVER 40 COMBINED SKILLS LESSONS FOR THE COMMON EUROPEAN
FRAMEWORK (with CD)
A1 / A2

This invaluable resource provides focused, communicative practice of all
four skills for teenage students at CEF levels A1 – A2. All lessons have
vocabulary activities and culminate in speaking and writing tasks. 
The ‘Can-do’ checklist at the end of each lesson allows students to check
their progress against the Common European Framework descriptors. 

TIMESAVER PRONUNCIATION ACTIVITIES (with 2 CDs)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This essential resource is full of fun pronunciation activities aiming to
improve students’ fluency and confidence and to equip them with the
skills they need to understand and be understood in the world today. 
A free colour poster of the phonemic chart with accompanying ideas for
exploitation is also included.

www.englishtimesavers.com

ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

BY MARK FLETCHER &
RICHARD MUNNS 
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Vocabulary
Activities

PRE-INTERMEDIATE – INTERMEDIATEFrom the publishers of

TIMESAVER
Vocabulary Activities
A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers
•  This resource book is a companion 

to Timesaver Vocabulary Activities 
(Elementary) and is aimed at students 
of Pre-intermediate and Intermediate 
levels of English. A wide range 
of topics are covered including 
Travelling and Tourism, Stages in 
Life, and Time Out, as well as a 
section on expressions and idioms. 
The material is ideal for presentation 
and development of vocabulary.

•  Activities include logic problems, 
crosswords, personality tests, 
quizzes, word searches and 
board games.

•  The material can be used to 
supplement a class coursebook, as 
well as being a useful self-study or 
homework resource. 

LEVEL: 
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – 
INTERMEDIATE  

BY JULIE WOODWARD 

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for 
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or 
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language point, 
activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE PRACTICE 

TIMESAVER 50 MIXED-ABILITY GRAMMAR LESSONS
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This rich resource provides grammar practice activities for the mixed-ability 
class covering the main Elementary, Pre-Intermediate and Intermediate 
structures. Each lesson contains three graded levels of activity based around 
each structure. The fun and interesting topics and activities provide ideal 
consolidation and further practice of recently acquired structures.

TIMESAVER MORE RAPS FOR LEARNING ENGLISH (with CD)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A further collection of 25 raps providing fun and stimulating material to 
use in the teenage classroom. The raps will extend the student’s vocabulary 
and give extra practice in relevant structures. Activities include quizzes, word 
searches, crosswords and games as well as listening tasks.

TIMESAVER 40 COMBINED SKILLS LESSONS FOR THE COMMON EUROPEAN 
FRAMEWORK (with CD)
A1 – A2

This invaluable resource provides focused, communicative practice of all 
four skills for teenage students at CEF levels A1 and A2. All lessons have 
vocabulary activities and culminate in speaking and writing tasks. 
The ‘Can-do’ checklist at the end of each lesson allows students to check 
their progress against the Common European Framework descriptors.

VOCABULARY ACTIVITIES (PRE -INTERM
EDIATE – INTERM

EDIATE)

www.englishtimesavers.com Go to: 
www.englishtimesavers.com

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO SEE THE 
FULL RANGE OF TIMESAVER TITLES!

PRE-INTERMEDIATE – 
INTERMEDIATE

ISBN 978-1-900-70264-5

9 781900 702645

Vocabpreint_cover.indd   1 29/04/2008   09:46:46

PRE-INTERMEDIATE – 
INTERMEDIATE

Grammar 
Activities

PRE-INTERMEDIATE – INTERMEDIATEFrom the publishers of

TIMESAVER
Grammar Activities
A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers
•  This 80-page resource contains a 

lively collection of material for the 
introduction and practice of the main 
grammar points at pre-intermediate 
and intermediate levels. 

•  Activities vary from logic problems, 
personality tests and quizzes to 
cross-curricular word searches, and 
games. There is a mixture of group 
work, pair work and individual tasks. 

•  Ideal for consolidating and recycling 
recently acquired structures. 

•  Flexible usage – can be used in class 
and as self-study or homework. 

LEVEL: 
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – 
INTERMEDIATE  

BY JANE ROLLASON 

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for 
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or 
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language point, 
activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE PRACTICE 

TIMESAVER 50 MIXED-ABILITY GRAMMAR LESSONS
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This rich resource provides grammar practice activities for the mixed-ability 
class covering the main Elementary, Pre-Intermediate and Intermediate 
structures. Each lesson contains three graded levels of activity based around 
each structure. The fun and interesting topics and activities provide ideal 
consolidation and further practice of recently acquired structures.

TIMESAVER MORE RAPS FOR LEARNING ENGLISH (with CD)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A further collection of 25 raps providing fun and stimulating material to 
use in the teenage classroom. The raps will extend the student’s vocabulary 
and give extra practice in relevant structures. Activities include quizzes, word 
searches, crosswords and games as well as listening tasks.

TIMESAVER 40 COMBINED SKILLS LESSONS FOR THE COMMON EUROPEAN 
FRAMEWORK (with CD)
A1 – A2

This invaluable resource provides focused, communicative practice of all 
four skills for teenage students at CEF levels A1 and A2. All lessons have 
vocabulary activities and culminate in speaking and writing tasks. 
The ‘Can-do’ checklist at the end of each lesson allows students to check 
their progress against the Common European Framework descriptors.

GRAM
M

AR ACTIVITIES (PRE -INTERM
EDIATE – INTERM

EDIATE)

www.englishtimesavers.com Go to: 
www.englishtimesavers.com

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO SEE THE 
FULL RANGE OF TIMESAVER TITLES!

ISBN 978-1-900-70261-4

9 781900 702614

Gramactpreinter_cover.indd   1 14/03/2008   13:56:52

 

PRE-INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCEDFrom the publishers of

TIMESAVER
Phrasal Verbs 
& Idioms

A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers

•  This 80-page resource book contains 
fun activities for the presentation and 
practice of the most commonly-used 
phrasal verbs and idioms in English. 
It is ideal for all classes, especially 
students studying for exams. 

•  Activities are flexible and are suitable 
for self-study and homework, as well 
as classroom use.

•  Activity types are aimed at teenagers 
and include quizzes, board games, 
interviews, ‘spot the difference’ 
games, and questionnaires.

LEVEL: 
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED  

9 781900 702621

ISBN 978-1-900-70262-1

Phrasal Verbs &
 Idiom

s

BY PETER DAINTY 

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas 
for classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing 
or revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language 
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER: FOR REAL! ENGLISH IN EVERYDAY SITUATIONS (with CD)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This Timesaver provides a wealth of reading and listening activities based 
on a range of authentic and semi-authentic realia. Activities provide 
opportunities for discussion about Britain and cross-cultural comparison, as 
well as providing practical information for those planning a trip to the UK. 
Activities aid integrated skills development and revise specific structures in 
an enjoyable and meaningful way.

TIMESAVER: CUSTOMS & LIFESTYLE IN THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING WORLD (with CD) 
INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

This informative resource presents aspects of lifestyle and culture in 
Australia, Canada, New Zealand and South Africa. Each country is viewed 
through a range of topics, including sport, food and folklore. 
A CD recorded by native speakers is included. 

SKILLS

TIMESAVER: NEWSPAPER ARTICLES TO GET TEENAGERS TALKING
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED

A stimulating collection of articles from a variety of British newspapers 
covering themes from the environment and war to food and shopping. 
Great material to get your students discussing the issues of the day!

Phrasal Verbs 
& Idioms

Go to: 
www.englishtimesavers.com

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO SEE THE 
FULL RANGE OF TIMESAVER TITLES!

www.englishtimesavers.com
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Language PracticeLanguage Practice

FREE LESSONS ONLINE!
Download free pages from 

our books at
www.englishtimesavers.com

Vocabulary Activities
ELEMENTARY (A1)
Sue Finnie & Danièle Bourdais

A collection of over 80 motivating and imaginative vocabulary activities 
for use in the classroom. Covering a wide range of vocabulary topics, 
these tasks are ideal for presenting and practising vocabulary at lower 
levels. Activities include crosswords, logic problems, personality tests, 
quizzes, board games, and can be used for self-study, homework or 
supplementing course work.

96 pages

ISBN 9781900702577

Grammar Activities
ELEMENTARY (A1)
Coleen Degnan-Veness

A collection of over 80 motivating grammar activities for immediate 
use in the classroom, ideal for consolidating or recycling the main 
elementary grammar structures. Activities include crosswords, logic 
problems, personality tests, quizzes, word searches and games in a 
mixture of group activities, pair work and individual tasks.

96 pages

ISBN 9781900702553

50 Mixed-Ability Grammar Lessons
ELEMENTARY–INTERMEDIATE (A1–B1)
Jane Rollason

This rich resource provides grammar practice activities for mixed-
ability classes covering elementary, pre-intermediate and intermediate 
structures. Each lesson contains three graded levels of activity based 
around each structure. Activities include language games, quizzes and 
articles and are suitable for class participation and individual study.

136 pages

ISBN 9781904720072

Visual Grammar
ELEMENTARY–INTERMEDIATE (A1–B1)
Mark Fletcher & Richard Munns

A comprehensive collection of main grammar points practised 
through a series of lively picture prompts. Ideal as consolidation and 
practice of recently acquired structures. Activity types include gap fill, 
matching exercises and dialogue completion. Language points covered 
range from elementary structures such as present continuous to 
upperintermediate tenses such as passives and future perfect.

80 pages

ISBN 9781904720010

Vocabulary Activities
PRE-INTERMEDIATE–INTERMEDIATE (A2–B1)
Julie Woodward

A wide range of topics explored through more than 80 motivating and 
imaginative vocabulary activities, ideal for presenting and recycling 
vocabulary. Activities include crosswords, logic problems, personality 
tests, quizzes and board-games, and can be used for used for self-
study, homework or supplementing course work.

80 pages

ISBN 9781900702645

Grammar Activities
PRE-INTERMEDIATE–INTERMEDIATE (A2–B1)
Jane Rollason
This rich collection of over 80 lively and motivating grammar activities 
is perfect for consolidation and practice of the main structures at pre-
intermediate to intermediate level. Activities include crosswords, logic 
problems, personality tests, quizzes, word searches and games in a 
mixture of group activities, pair work and individual tasks.

80 pages

ISBN 9781900702614

Phrasal Verbs & Idioms
PRE-INTERMEDIATE–ADVANCED (A2–C1)
Peter Dainty

Fun and stimulating activities for both presentation and practice of the 
most commonly used phrasal verbs and idioms in English. Ideal for all 
classes and especially for students studying for exams.

80 pages

ISBN 9781900702621

FREE LESSONS ONLINE!
Download free pages from 

our books at
www.englishtimesavers.com
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VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO SEE THE 
FULL RANGE OF TIMESAVER TITLES!

ELEMENTARYFrom the publishers of

TIMESAVER
New Timesavers for 
English Teachers

A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers

•  This popular resource book contains 
a collection of ready-to-use 
worksheets for use with Beginner 
and Elementary level students of 
English. Topics and language points 
reflect those most commonly found 
in an Elementary syllabus, and 
include Holidays and Travel, School, 
and House and Home. 

•  All material is highly illustrated, and 
ideal as a stimulus for speaking 
and writing activities of all kinds. 
Activities include writing school 
rules, ordering food in a restaurant, 
describing people, and conducting 
a class survey.

•  An illustrated grammar reference 
section provides a comprehensive 
summary of essential language 
points at Elementary level.

•  Full lesson plans accompany 
each activity.

LEVEL: ELEMENTARY 

New
 Tim

esavers for English Teachers

EDITED BY CAMILLA PUNJA 
& CHERYL PELTERET

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for 
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or 
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language 
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this series. 
You can download sample pages from our books at: 
www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER CUSTOMS & LIFESTYLE IN THE UK & IRELAND
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

This popular title presents a variety of activities and reading texts based on 
aspects of British and Irish life and culture. The motivating teenage material 
will encourage discussion and cross-cultural comparison. Topics include 
‘Going Out and Hanging Out’, ‘The British Seaside’, ‘Music Festivals’ and 
many more.

TIMESAVER: FESTIVALS AND SPECIAL DAYS IN BRITAIN
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

An enjoyable and engaging introduction to British culture with 
photocopiable exercises and activities. Traditional and contemporary 
celebrations are included such as Pancake Day, Christmas, the Notting Hill 
Carnival, Chinese New Year and Ramadan. A rich and detailed picture of 
multi-cultural Britain emerges through the fun and varied activities. 

TIMESAVER NEW YORK
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A variety of reading texts, activities and games on every aspect of 
New York life including sightseeing, travel, shopping, museums, 
galleries, theatre, food and sport. Each activity provides structured 
language and vocabulary practice, with suggestions for discussion 
and follow-up pairwork and groupwork.

New Timesavers for 
English Teachers

www.englishtimesavers.com

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for 
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or 
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language point, 
activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVERS series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

SKILLS

TIMESAVER: 40 COMBINED SKILLS LESSONS FOR THE COMMON 
EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK (with CD)
A1 / A2

This invaluable resource provides focused, communicative practice of all 
four skills for teenage students at CEF levels A1 – A2. All lessons have 
vocabulary activities and culminate in speaking and writing tasks. 
The ‘Can-do’ checklist at the end of each lesson allows students to check 
their progress. 

TIMESAVER: PRONUNCIATION ACTIVITIES (with 2 CDs)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This essential resource is full of fun pronunciation activities aiming to 
improve students’ fluency and confidence and to equip them with the skills 
they need to understand and be understood in the world today. A free 
colour poster of the phonemic chart with accompanying ideas for 
exploitation is also included. 

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER: BRITISH HISTORY HIGHLIGHTS (with free poster)
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

This fascinating title presents highlights of British history in a way which will 
directly appeal to teenage students. Students are prompted to link historical 
events to present day situations, and personal project suggestions are included. www.englishtimesavers.com

With
 2 CDs!

Visit our website to 
see the full range of 
TIMESAVER titles! 

TIMESAVER
Storyboard: 24 Stories 
Through Pictures
A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers
•  This rich resource offers teachers a 

fun and motivating way to improve 
the fluency of teenage students. 
There are 24 picture stories each 
accompanied by a variety of tasks, 
culminating in the students writing 
their own version of the story. 

•  The stories cover various genres 
including reportage, human interest 
stories and comedy. They range from 
pre-intermediate to intermediate levels.

•  An accompanying CD contains 
transcripts and interviews for use 
alongside each storyboard. These act 
as models for the students before 
preparing their own interviews and 
stories. The transcripts are also 
photocopiable.

•  Ideal for improving fluency, this title 
also offers vocabulary building 
exercises such as cloze tests, word 
puzzles and matching tasks.

•  Each storyboard closes with an 
extension activity, similar to a project.

•  A full answer key is provided.

LEVEL: 
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – 
INTERMEDIATE

From the publishers of

Storyboard: 24 Stories Through Pictures

PRE-INTERMEDIATE – INTERMEDIATE

BY MARK FLETCHER &
RICHARD MUNNS

www.englishtimesavers.com

ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

BY GWEN BERWICK AND 
SYDNEY THORNE

PICTURE PROM
PTS

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for 
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or 
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language 
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

SKILLS

TIMESAVER: 40 COMBINED SKILLS LESSONS FOR THE COMMON EUROPEAN 
FRAMEWORK (with CD)
A1 / A2

This invaluable resource provides focused, communicative practice of 
all four skills for teenage students at CEF levels A1 – A2. All lessons have 
vocabulary activities and culminate in speaking and writing tasks. 
The ‘Can-do’ checklist at the end of each lesson allows students to 
check their progress. 

TIMESAVER: NEWSPAPER ARTICLES TO GET TEENAGERS TALKING
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED

Motivate your students with real newspaper articles from the British press! 
The articles are especially chosen to promote discussion, and cross-cultural 
comparison in your classes. Each article is accompanied by controlled and 
freer practice activities. 

TIMESAVER: WRITING ACTIVITIES
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

Make writing in English fun for your students with this rich resource which 
draws on a wide variety of writing styles for inspiration. Students develop 
their writing skills through the medium of online writing, such as emails, 
as well as letters, postcards and more. The activities reflect the exercises 
in the PET and KET examinations.

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER: LONDON (with free poster)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A variety of texts, activities and games based on London life, including 
sightseeing, museums, travel and Londoners themselves. Activities 
provide structured language and vocabulary practice with suggestions 
for follow-up tasks. Topics include Hamley's toyshop, London football 
clubs, Big Ben and the Tower of London. 

     

TIMESAVER
Picture Prompts
A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers

•  This 96-page resource book provides 
a range of easy-to-use activities 
based around sets of illustrations 
and photos. Key grammar points and 
vocabulary areas are targeted whilst 
students’ writing and reading skills 
are developed. 

 
•  Topics are designed to appeal to 

teenagers and include Formula One, 
life on other planets and famous 
places in Britain and the USA. 

 
•  Activities are pitched at three levels 

from Elementary to Intermediate 
and contain a variety of task types 
including ‘Spot the difference’, 
‘Twenty questions’, form filling, and 
guided creative writing. 

LEVEL:  
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

From the publishers of

Picture
Prompts

www.englishtimesavers.com
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Combined SkillsCombined Skills

FREE LESSONS ONLINE!
Download free pages from 

our books at
www.englishtimesavers.com

Project Work
ELEMENTARY– INTERMEDIATE (A1–    B1)
Janet Hardy-Gould

This title comprises of 15 engaging and motivating projects on varied 
topics aimed specifically at teenagers, such as “Create a New Pop 
Group”, “Survive in the Jungle” and “Create a Class Website”. Each 
project contains a worksheet and requires students to practise all four 
skills. Students also learn/revise key vocabulary and grammar items 
relating to their chosen project.

96 pages

ISBN 9781900702287

Newspaper Articles to Get Teenagers Talking
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE–ADVANCED (B2–C1)
Peter Dainty
88 pages

A stimulating collection of articles from a variety of British newspapers 
covering themes from environment and war to food and shopping. 
Great material to get your students discussing the issues of the 
day! Activities include vocabulary building, reading comprehension, 
crosswords, discussions and writing ideas.

88 pages

ISBN 9781904720300

 40 Combined Skills Lessons for the Common
 European Framework

ELEMENTARY–PRE-INTERMEDIATE (A1–A2)
Lynda Edwards

A comprehensive collection of 40 ready-to-go combined skills 
worksheets closely adhering to Common European Framework 
descriptors at levels A1 and A2. Real-life topics and contextualised 
skills practice will motivate students, and the ‘Can-do’ checklists at the 
end of each lesson allow pupils to assess their progress.

96 pages plus CD

ISBN 9781904720157

FREE LESSONS ONLINE!
Download free pages from 

our books at
www.englishtimesavers.com

112 pages plus CD

ISBN 9781905775422

 Common European Framework Assessment
 Tests

ELEMENTARY–UPPER INTERMEDIATE (A1–B2)
Lynda Edwards

An ideal resource for assessing students’ progress at any stage during 
their secondary-level English studies, this resource book provides a 
series of tests which assess students’ ability against the Common 
European Framework descriptors at A1, A2, B1 and B2 levels.

112 pages plus CD

ISBN 9781904720287

 40 More Combined Skills Lessons for the
 Common European Framework

INTERMEDIATE (B1)
Lynda Edwards

This invaluable resource provides focused, communicative practice of 
all four skills for teenage students at Common European Framework 
level B1. All lessons have vocabulary activities and culminate in 
speaking and writing tasks. The ‘Can-do’ checklist at the end of each 
lesson allows students to check their progress against CEF descriptors.

New Timesavers for English Teachers
ELEMENTARY (A1)
edited by Camilla Punja & Cheryl Pelteret

This popular book provides a selection of ready-to-use photocopiable 
worksheets on topics such as holidays, hobbies, schools and work, 
as well as realia such as maps and menus. Ideal for extra skills work 
and further grammar and vocabulary practice. Includes an illustrated 
grammar reference.

96 pages

ISBN 9781900702393

Storyboard: 24 Interactive Stories Through 
Pictures
PRE-INTERMEDIATE–INTERMEDIATE (A2–B1)
Mark Fletcher & Richard Munns

This essential resource contains 24 picture stories each accompanied 
by a variety of mixed-skills tasks, culminating in the students writing 
their own version of the story. The stories cover various genres 
including reportage, human-interest and comedy. Includes an audio 
CD with transcripts.

80 pages plus  
2 CDs

ISBN 9781904720270

Picture Prompts
ELEMENTARY– INTERMEDIATE (A1– B1)
Gwen Berwick & Sidney Thorne
96 pages

Lively illustrations act as a prompt for vocabulary and grammar 
practice, narrative and descriptive writing and class discussions. 
Activities are designed to appeal to teenagers as well as being simple 
and straightforward to use in the classroom.

96 pages

ISBN 9781900702270



 

BEGINNER – INTERMEDIATEFrom the publishers of

TIMESAVER
Read and React

A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers

•  This 80-page resource book is full 
of stimulating, topical reading texts 
which are specifically aimed at 
young teenagers learning English. 
The book presents a wide variety of 
text types from magazine articles to 
interviews and personality quizzes.

•  Each text is accompanied by puzzles 
and language exploitation games, as 
well as suggestions for pre-reading 
and discussion activities plus follow-
up projects. Each page provides 
Internet extension material ideas.

•  Topics include David Beckham, 
Harry Potter, Internet chat rooms, 
endangered animals, Buckingham 
Palace and global warming. 

LEVEL: 
BEGINNER – INTERMEDIATE  

9 781900 702188

ISBN 978-1-900-70218-8

Read and React 

BY JANE MYLES 

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for 
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or 
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language 
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER: FOR REAL! ENGLISH IN EVERYDAY SITUATIONS (with CD)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A wealth of reading and listening activities based on a range of authentic and 
semi-authentic realia. Activities provide opportunities for discussion about 
Britain and cross-cultural comparison, as well as providing practical information 
for those planning a trip to the UK. Activities aid integrated skills development 
and revise specific structures in an enjoyable and meaningful way.

TIMESAVER: LONDON (with free poster)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A variety of texts, activities and games based on London life, including 
sightseeing, museums, travel and Londoners themselves. Activities 
provide structured language and vocabulary practice with suggestions for 
follow-up tasks. Topics include Hamley’s toyshop, London football clubs, 
Big Ben and the Tower of London. 

SKILLS

TIMESAVER: WRITING ACTIVITIES
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

Fun with writing for teenage students of English involving a wide variety 
of writing styles such as text messages, postcards, emails, letters, online 
chat room writing and more. The writing activities reflect the exercises 
typically required in the popular KET and PET examinations.

Read
React
and

For more information, 
visit our website: 
www.englishtimesavers.com

HAVE YOU SEEN THE OTHER ENGLISH 
LANGUAGE TIMESAVER SKILLS TITLES?

www.englishtimesavers.com

TS_read_2007reprint_SCHO.indd   1 10/10/07   14:47:52

ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

Writing 
Activities

www.englishtimesavers.com

EDITED BY GWEN BERWICK
& SYDNEY THORNE

W
RITING ACTIVITIES

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for 
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or 
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language 
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE PRACTICE 

TIMESAVER 50 MIXED-ABILITY GRAMMAR LESSONS
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This rich resource provides grammar practice activities for the mixed-ability 
class covering the main Elementary, Pre-Intermediate and Intermediate 
structures. Each lesson contains three graded levels of activity based 
around each structure. The fun and interesting topics and activities provide 
ideal consolidation and further practice of recently acquired structures.

TIMESAVER MORE RAPS FOR LEARNING ENGLISH (with CD)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A further collection of 25 raps providing fun and stimulating material to 
use in the teenage classroom. The raps will extend the student’s vocabulary 
and give extra practice in relevant structures. Activities include quizzes, 
word searches, crosswords and games as well as listening tasks.

TIMESAVER 40 COMBINED SKILLS LESSONS FOR THE COMMON EUROPEAN 
FRAMEWORK (with CD)
A1 – A2

This invaluable resource provides focused, communicative practice of all 
four skills for teenage students at CEF levels A1 and A2. All lessons have 
vocabulary activities and culminate in speaking and writing tasks. 
The ‘Can-do’ checklist at the end of each lesson allows students to check 
their progress against the Common European Framework descriptors.

TIMESAVER
Writing Activities
A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers

•  This 96-page resource book provides 
a variety of fun and stimulating ways 
to develop the skill of writing for 
teenage students of English. Writing 
tasks are teen-focused and include 
text messages, e-mails, online 
writing, postcards, diaries, letters 
and more!

•  Controlled practice of linking words, 
useful expressions and structures is 
given, along with tips on improving 
writing style.

•  Activities are guided, and clear 
models are provided for each 
writing task.

•  Writing activites frequently reflect 
those exercise types found in the 
Cambridge KET and PET exams, 
thus offering students the chance 
to develop their confidence in a 
lively and creative way through 
exam preparation.

LEVEL:  ELEMENTARY – 
INTERMEDIATE

From the publishers of

www.englishtimesavers.comwww.e

Visit our website to 
see the full range of 
TIMESAVER titles! 

ISBN 978-1-900-70226-3

9 781900 702263

Writing Activities cover.indd   1 24/02/2009   10:00:20

INTERMEDIATEFrom the publishers of

TIMESAVER
Plays
A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers
•  Timesaver Plays is a collection of 

12 short photocopiable plays for 
secondary students of English at 
intermediate level. The play presents 
situations and problems which are 
relevant to the lives of young people, 
including themes of friendship, 
school and love.

•  Each play ends in a moral dilemma 
and students have to discuss and 
choose from three possible endings 
or invent their own!

•  Comprehension activities and follow-
up language activities fully exploit 
the language covered in each play.

•  Teaching notes give suggestions 
on how to introduce drama into 
your classes.

LEVEL: INTERMEDIATE  

PLAYS

BY JANE MYLES 

Plays
CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for 
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or 
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language 
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER: CROSS-CURRICULAR ENGLISH ACTIVITIES
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

An extensive collection of exciting activities in English covering the content 
areas of maths, geography, life skills, history and science. Students use 
language skills to design a town, find out if they are a good friend, or test 
their knowledge of recycling. A variety of activities present subjects in a fun 
and stimulating way.

TIMESAVER: FESTIVALS AND SPECIAL DAYS IN BRITAIN
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

An enjoyable and engaging introduction to British culture with 
photocopiable exercises and activities. Traditional and contemporary 
celebrations are included such as Pancake Day, Christmas, the Notting Hill 
Carnival, Chinese New Year and Ramadan. A rich and detailed picture of 
multi-cultural Britain emerges through the fun and varied activities. 

LANGUAGE PRACTICE 

TIMESAVER: VISUAL GRAMMAR
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A comprehensive collection of the main grammar points practised through 
a series of lively picture prompts. Ideal as consolidation and practice 
of recently acquired structures. Activity types include gap fill, matching 
exercises and dialogue completion.

Go to: 
www.englishtimesavers.com

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO SEE THE 
FULL RANGE OF TIMESAVER TITLES!

www.englishtimesavers.com

TS_plays_2007reprint_SCHO.indd   1 26/2/08   07:36:20
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 Reading 
Lessons

INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCEDFrom the publishers of

TIMESAVER
Reading Lessons
A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers
•  This 80-page collection of stimulating 

and topical reading texts are especially 
designed to motivate Intermediate 
to Advanced level teenage students 
to read and speak in English. Texts 
are carefully graded at three levels – 
Intermediate, Upper-Intermediate and 
Advanced – and are accompanied by 
a full lesson plan, and answer key.

•  Topics cover a variety of issues 
ranging from the light-hearted, such 
as the popularity of The Simpsons, 
to the more serious, such as mixed-
race relationships. 

•  Text types include interviews, articles 
and quizzes. While-reading exercises, 
as well as suggestions for follow-up 
writing and discussion activities ensure 
that the texts are fully exploited. 

LEVEL: 
INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED  

EDITED BY EMMA GRISEWOOD 
& JULIET MEYERS

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for 
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or 
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language point, 
activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE PRACTICE 

TIMESAVER 50 MIXED-ABILITY GRAMMAR LESSONS
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This rich resource provides grammar practice activities for the mixed-ability 
class covering the main Elementary, Pre-Intermediate and Intermediate 
structures. Each lesson contains three graded levels of activity based around 
each structure. The fun and interesting topics and activities provide ideal 
consolidation and further practice of recently acquired structures.

TIMESAVER MORE RAPS FOR LEARNING ENGLISH (with CD)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A further collection of 25 raps providing fun and stimulating material to 
use in the teenage classroom. The raps will extend the student’s vocabulary 
and give extra practice in relevant structures. Activities include quizzes, word 
searches, crosswords and games as well as listening tasks.

TIMESAVER 40 COMBINED SKILLS LESSONS FOR THE COMMON EUROPEAN 
FRAMEWORK (with CD)
A1 – A2

This invaluable resource provides focused, communicative practice of all 
four skills for teenage students at CEF levels A1 and A2. All lessons have 
vocabulary activities and culminate in speaking and writing tasks. 
The ‘Can-do’ checklist at the end of each lesson allows students to check 
their progress against the Common European Framework descriptors.

READING LESSONS

www.englishtimesavers.com

Visit our website to 
see the full range of 
TIMESAVER titles! 

ISBN 978-1-900-70265-2

9 781900 702652

Untitled-3   1 24/02/2009   10:30:31

From the publishers of

TIMESAVER
Extracts 2
A photocopiable resource
for busy teachers
• This 88-page resource book features

fourteen extracts taken from modern
and classical literature, including
Bridget Jones’s Diary, Pride and
Prejudice, About a Boy, The Time
Machine, Captain Corelli’s Mandolin.
Useful background information on
the authors and the novels
accompanies each extract.

• The fourteen units, each exploring a
different theme, provide a wide
variety of language practice as well
as developing reading skills,
summary techniques and stylistic
appreciation for the Cambridge CAE,
CPE and IELTS examinations. 

• Each extract is followed by two pages
of photocopiable exercises which
include vocabulary and gap-fill
exercises, discussion activities and
role-play situations, and composition
topics based on the theme of the unit.

• All the extracts are read aloud on the
accompanying audio component.

LEVEL:
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

• TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

• TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

• TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

• Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.link2english.com

SKILLS

TIMESAVER 40 COMBINED SKILLS LESSONS FOR THE COMMON 
EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK (with CD)
A1 / A2

This invaluable resource provides focused, communicative practice of all four
skills for teenage students at CEF levels A1 – A2. All lessons have vocabulary
activities and culminate in speaking and writing tasks. The ‘Can-do’ checklist
at the end of each lesson allows students to check their progress.

TIMESAVER PRONUNCIATION ACTIVITIES (with 2 CDs)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This essential resource is full of fun pronunciation activities aiming to improve
students’ fluency and confidence and to equip them with the skills they need
to understand and be understood in the world today. A free colour poster of
the phonemic chart with accompanying ideas for exploitation is also included. 

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER BRITISH HISTORY HIGHLIGHTS (with free poster)
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

This fascinating title presents highlights of British history in a way which will
directly appeal to teenage students. Topics include Crazy Kings and Cool
Queens, Worst Wars and Dreadful Disasters. Students are prompted to link
historical events to present day situations, and personal project suggestions
are included.

Extracts 2

www.link2english.com

UPPER-INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED

BY NIGEL NEWBROOK 
WITH JACKY NEWBROOK

HAVE YOU SEEN THE MARY GLASGOW
ENGLISH MAGAZINES? For more information, visit our

website: www.link2english.com

CD
INSIDE!

Extracts2reprint_06_SCHOLASTIC 20/10/06 8:19 am Page 1

ELEMENTARY – PRE-INTERMEDIATEFrom the publishers of

TIMESAVER
ELEMENTARY LISTENING
A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers
•  This 80-page resource book contains 

a motivating range of communicative 
activities based around scripted 
listenings. Topics range from holidays 
and food to dilemmas and excerpts 
from classic literature, such as 
Oliver Twist.

•  Activities are indexed by topic, 
structure or function, and listening 
skills. They are ideal for providing 
supplementary listening practice with 
a direct focus on teenage interests.

•  Each activity is supported by 
comprehensive teaching notes with 
pre- and post-listening suggestions. 
Full transcripts are provided.

LEVEL:  ELEMENTARY – 
PRE-INTERMEDIATE  

ELEM
ENTARY LISTENING

EDITED BY JUDITH GREET

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for 
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or 
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language 
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER: CROSS-CURRICULAR ENGLISH ACTIVITIES
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

An extensive collection of exciting activities in English covering the content 
areas of maths, geography, life skills, history and science. Students use 
language skills to design a town, find out if they are a good friend, or test 
their knowledge of recycling. A variety of activities present subjects in a fun 
and stimulating way.

TIMESAVER: FESTIVALS AND SPECIAL DAYS IN BRITAIN
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

An enjoyable and engaging introduction to British culture with 
photocopiable exercises and activities. Traditional and contemporary 
celebrations are included such as Pancake Day, Christmas, the Notting Hill 
Carnival, Chinese New Year and Ramadan. A rich and detailed picture of 
multi-cultural Britain emerges through the fun and varied activities. 

LANGUAGE PRACTICE 

TIMESAVER: VISUAL GRAMMAR
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A comprehensive collection of the main grammar points practised through 
a series of lively picture prompts. Ideal as consolidation and practice 
of recently acquired structures. Activity types include gap fill, matching 
exercises and dialogue completion.

Go to: 
www.englishtimesavers.com

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO SEE THE 
FULL RANGE OF TIMESAVER TITLES!

www.englishtimesavers.com

With
 2 CDs!

ISBN 978-1-904-72008-9

9 781904 720089

Elementary Listening_SCHOLASTIC.indd   1 06/03/2008   09:42:02
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Reading & WritingReading &Writing

FREE LESSONS ONLINE!
Download free pages from 

our books at
www.englishtimesavers.com

Extracts
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE– ADVANCED (B2– C1)
Nigel Newbrook

A collection of unsimplified extracts from classical English novels 
accompanied by photocopiable language exploration pages. Theme-
based units include exercises to practise language, reading skills and 
composition, plus further notes on authors and extracts. Teacher’s 
notes provide ideas for role-play, composition and further discussion.

66 pages

ISBN 9781900702348

Read & React 
BEGINNER– INTERMEDIATE (pre-A1– B1)
Jane Myles

These stimulating, topical reading texts specifically aimed at teenagers 
cover a wide range of topics from celebrities to new technology. A 
variety of text types – cartoons, fact files, quizzes and articles – are 
carefully selected from the Mary Glasgow magazines, Click, Crown 
and Team. Interactive games, puzzles and exercises ensure maximum 
exploitation of each text.

80 pages

ISBN 9781900702188

Writing Activities
ELEMENTARY– INTERMEDIATE (A1– B1)
Gwen Berwick & Sydney Thorne

Fun with writing for teenage students of English involving a wide 
variety of different types of writing styles such as text messages, 
postcards, emails, letters, online chat room writing and more. The 
writing activities reflect the exercises typically required in the popular 
KET and PET examinations.

96 pages

ISBN 9781900702263

Plays
INTERMEDIATE (B1)
Jane Myles

A collection of 12 short photocopiable plays, presenting situations and 
problems relevant to young people. A moral dilemma ends each play, 
and students choose from possible endings or invent their own. The 
book includes comprehension and follow-up language activities, and 
teacher’s notes offer suggestions for exploiting the dramatic potential 
of the plays in the classroom.

80 pages

ISBN 9781900702607

Reading Lessons
INTERMEDIATE– ADVANCED (B1– C1)
edited by Emma Grisewood & Juliet Meyers

A photocopiable collection of topical reading texts specifically 
aimed at teenagers learning English. A wide variety of text types 
are accompanied by detailed teaching notes and suggestions for 
exploitation. Topics include extreme sports, animals, homelessness 
and parents.

80 pages

ISBN 9781900702652

Extracts 2
ADVANCED (C1)
Nigel Newbrook (with Jacky Newbrook)

A further collection of authentic themed-based extracts from modern 
and classical English literature, including Bridget Jones’s Diary, Pride 
and Prejudice, About a Boy, and Captain Correlli’s Mandolin. Extracts 
are accompanied by background information on authors and novels, 
as well as activities to practise and develop reading skills, summary 
techniques and stylistic appreciation. Ideal for Cambridge CAE, CPE 
and IELTS examinations.

88 pages plus CD

ISBN 9781900702225

Speaking & Listening

Elementary Listening
ELEMENTARY– PRE-INTERMEDIATE (A1– A2)
edited by Judith Greet

This book contains a motivating range of communicative activities 
based on a variety of listening tasks, including lively interviews with 
British teenagers, stories and adapted  
literary excerpts. Topics range from  
festivals and holidays to discussions  
on the environment and moral  
dilemmas.

80 pages plus  
2 CDs

ISBN 9781904720089

FREE LESSONS ONLINE!
Download free pages from 

our books at
www.englishtimesavers.com



INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED

EDITED BY JUDITH GREET

INTERM
EDIATE LISTENING

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for 
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or 
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language 
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

REAL VIDEO TIMESAVERS: TEEN LIFE – UK! (with video or DVD)
INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED

Teen Life – UK! brings authentic teenage television, from the UK’s 
Channel 5, into your classroom. Each video extract is 5-8 minutes long 
and includes a soap opera set in a UK secondary school, teenagers 
talking about topics such as relationships, and a cross-curricular science 
programme. The accompanying resource book includes comprehension 
exercises, extension activities and self-study material.

LANGUAGE PRACTICE

TIMESAVER 40 MORE COMBINED SKILLS LESSONS FOR THE COMMON 
EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK (with CD)
B1

This invaluable resource provides focused, communicative practice of all 
four skills for teenage students at CEF level B1. All lessons have vocabulary 
activities and culminate in speaking and writing tasks. The ‘Can-do’ 
checklist at the end of each lesson allows students to check their progress 
against the Common European Framework descriptors.

TIMESAVER
Intermediate Listening
A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers

•  This 96-page resource book contains 
a motivating range of communicative 
activities based around authentic 
and semi-authentic listenings. Topics 
range from Mobile Phones, Moral 
Dilemmas and Addictions to 
Finding the Perfect Partner and 
Football Hooliganism. 

•  Activities are indexed by topic, 
function and listening skill. They are 
ideal for providing supplementary 
listening practice with a direct focus 
on teenage issues. 

•  Each activity is supported by 
comprehensive teaching notes with 
pre- and post-listening suggestions. 
Full transcripts are provided.

LEVEL:  
INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED

From the publishers of

www.englishtimesavers.com

With
 2 CDs!

Go to: 
www.englishtimesavers.com

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO SEE THE 
FULL RANGE OF TIMESAVER TITLES!

ISBN 978-1-900-70299-7

9 781900 702997

Intermediate Listening- Cover-SCHOLASTIC.indd   1 06/03/2008   09:39:33

From the publishers of

TIMESAVER
Pronunciation
Activities

A photocopiable resource
for busy teachers

• This essential resource is full of fun
pronunciation activities aiming to
improve students’ fluency and
confidence and to equip them with
the skills they need to understand and
be understood in the world today. 

• The activities are divided into five
sections: Pronunciation Puzzles, Fun
with Phonetics, Speak Out, Listen In,
and Linking and Accents. 
The levels and timings for each
activity are indicated.

• The fun and motivating activities are
directly relevant to teenagers with an
emphasis on practical usage.

• An A1 colour poster of the phonemic
chart is included along with
exploitation exercises.

• The detailed introduction provides
useful suggestions on how to use the
material and two CDs or cassettes
accompany the book.

LEVEL:

ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

• TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

• TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

• TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

• Other titles in the TIMESAVERS series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.link2english.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER LONDON! (with free map)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A variety of reading texts, activities and games on every aspect of London
life – sightseeing, travel, sport, shopping, museums, galleries as well as
Londoners themselves. Topics include Hamley’s Toy Shop, Cockney
Rhyming Slang, Party in the Park and London Football Clubs. Each activity
provides structured language and vocabulary practice, with suggestions for
discussion and follow-up pairwork and groupwork.

ISBN: 1-904720-98-3

LANGUAGE PRACTICE

TIMESAVER VISUAL GRAMMAR
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A comprehensive collection of the main grammar points covered at
Elementary, Pre-intermediate and Intermediate levels, practised through a
series of fun and lively picture prompts. Ideal for consolidation and further
practice of recently acquired structures, either in class or for self-study.

ISBN: 1-904720-01-3

TIMESAVER RAPS! (with CD)
ELEMENTARY – PRE-INTERMEDIATE

ELT songs and jazz chants are brought right up to date with 25 cool raps 
to support lexical and grammatical development. Fun activities extend 
the language points with a comprehensive index to help the teacher find 
the right rap.

ISBN: 1-900702-21-5
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From the publishers of

TIMESAVER

Speaking
Activities
A photocopiable resource
for busy teachers

• This 80-page collection of fun
speaking activities will really motivate
students to communicate in English.
The activities include role plays,
dialogues, discussions and speaking
games, focussing on specific
language areas as well as general
communication.

• A mixture of pair, group and class
activities provide flexibility for
teachers and students.

• Carefully conceived activities will
provide students at all levels with the
tools they require to achieve true
communicative confidence.

LEVEL:
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

• TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

• TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

• TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

• Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER NEW YORK
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This book contains a variety of reading texts, activities and games covering
diverse aspects of New York city. Each activity provides structured
language and vocabulary practice, with suggestions for discussion and
follow-up pairwork.

Topics cover areas as diverse as New York Cabbies, 9th Avenue Food Fair
and Friends TV show as well as the more historical side of New York: 
Ellis Island, the Statue of Liberty and the Jazz Age.

LANGUAGE PRACTICE

TIMESAVER 40 COMBINED SKILLS LESSONS FOR THE COMMON EUROPEAN
FRAMEWORK (with CD)
A1 / A2

This invaluable resource provides focused, communicative practice of all
four skills for teenage students at CEF levels A1 – A2. All lessons have
vocabulary activities and culminate in speaking and writing tasks. 
The ‘Can-do’ checklist at the end of each lesson allows students to check
their progress against the Common European Framework descriptors. 

TIMESAVER MORE RAPS FOR LEARNING ENGLISH (with CD)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A further collection of 25 raps providing fun and stimulating material to 
use in the teenage classroom. The raps will extend the student’s vocabulary
and give extra practice in relevant structures. Activities include quizzes,
word searches, crosswords and games as well as listening tasks.

www.englishtimesavers.com

SPEAKING ACTIVITIES

PRE-INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED

BY PETER MAGGS &
JON HIRD

�If you ask me…�

�What’s it like?�

�It reminds me of…�

�I think…�

72762 Scholastic Cover  23/8/07  15:05  Page 1

ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

EDITED BY 
MELANIE BIRDSALL

CROSS-CURRICULAR ENGLISH ACTIVITIES

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for 
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or 
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language 
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER CUSTOMS & LIFESTYLE IN THE UK & IRELAND
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

This popular title presents a variety of activities and reading texts based on 
aspects of British and Irish life and culture. The motivating teenage material 
will encourage discussion and cross-cultural comparison. 
Topics include ‘Going Out and Hanging Out’, ‘The British Seaside’, 
‘Music Festivals’ and many more.

LANGUAGE PRACTICE 

TIMESAVER 50 MIXED-ABILITY GRAMMAR LESSONS
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This rich resource provides grammar practice activities for the mixed-ability 
class covering the main Elementary, Pre-Intermediate and Intermediate 
structures. Each lesson contains three graded levels of activity based 
around each structure. The fun and interesting topics and activities provide 
ideal consolidation and further practice of recently acquired structures.

TIMESAVER
Cross-Curricular
English Activities
A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers

•  This 96-page resource contains 
an extensive collection of cross-
curricular activities focusing on core 
content areas of maths, geography, 
history, science and life skills. 

•  Each content area contains fifteen 
graded activities, for Elementary, 
Pre-Intermediate and Intermediate 
students. 

•  The curriculum is approached in 
a stimulating way with activities 
including quizzes, crosswords, 
logic puzzles, and personality tests. 

•  Activities include designing a town, 
testing knowledge of recycling and 
learning how to deal with bullying. 

LEVEL:  
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

From the publishers of

www.englishtimesavers.com

Cross-Curricular
English Activities

Go to: 
www.englishtimesavers.com

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO SEE THE 
FULL RANGE OF TIMESAVER TITLES!

ISBN 978-1-900-70258-4

9 781900 702584

Cross-Curricular English.indd   1 06/03/2008   10:18:10

www.englishtimesavers.com

BY BILL BOWLER & 
LESLEY THOMPSON
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TIMESAVER
BRITISH HISTORY 
HIGHLIGHTS
A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers

•  This 96-page resource book presents 
aspects of British history in a way 
which will directly appeal to teenage 
students. Topics include such titles as 
Crazy Kings and Cool Queens, Worst 
Wars and Dreadful Disasters. The 
material can be used to supplement 
any cultural-based syllabus as well as 
providing additional fun material to a 
general course.

•  Students are prompted to link 
historical events to present day 
situations, and personal project 
suggestions are included. 

•  The motivating activities include 
gap-filling, matching and role-play as 
well as quizzes, games and puzzles.

•  Each unit offers activities at three 
levels allowing the teacher to match 
the material to the students’ ability.

•  There are three quizzes at the end of 
the book to help students test their 
knowledge in an enjoyable way.

LEVEL: 
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – 
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for 
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or 
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language 
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVERS series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

SKILLS

TIMESAVER 40 MORE COMBINED SKILLS LESSONS FOR THE COMMON 
EUROPEAN FRAMEWORK (with CD)
B1

This invaluable resource provides focused, communicative practice of all 
four skills for teenage students at CEF level B1. All lessons have vocabulary 
activities and culminate in speaking and writing tasks. The ‘Can-do’ 
checklist at the end of each lesson allows students to check their progress 
against the Common European Framework descriptors.

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER LONDON! (with free map)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

A variety of reading texts, activities and games on every aspect of London 
life – sightseeing, travel, sport, shopping, museums, galleries as well 
as Londoners themselves. Topics include Hamley’s Toy Shop, Cockney 
Rhyming Slang, Party in the Park and London Football Clubs. Each activity 
provides structured language and vocabulary practice, with suggestions for 
discussion and follow-up pairwork and groupwork.

BRITISH HISTORY HIGHLIGHTS

From the publishers of PRE-INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATE 

Go to: 
www.englishtimesavers.com

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO SEE THE 
FULL RANGE OF TIMESAVER TITLES!

British History Highlights.indd   1 06/03/2008   09:44:24

From the publishers of

TIMESAVER
Raps for Learning
English

A photocopiable resource
for busy teachers

• In this 64-page resource book, ELT
songs and jazz chants are brought
right up-to-date with 25 cool raps to
support lexical and grammatical
development. Fun activities extend
the language points and a full index
helps the teacher find the right rap. 

• Topics range from Animals to Mobile
Phones, Food to Football, Christmas
to Music and many more. 

• An audio recording of the raps
accompanies the book.

LEVEL: 
ELEMENTARY – PRE-INTERMEDIATE

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

• TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

• TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

• TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

• Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.link2english.com

SKILLS

TIMESAVER PRONUNCIATION ACTIVITIES (with 2 CDs + poster)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This essential resource is full of fun pronunciation activities aiming to
improve students’ fluency and confidence and to equip them with the
skills they need to understand and be understood in the world today. 
A free colour poster of the phonemic chart with accompanying ideas for
exploitation is also included.

TIMESAVER STORYBOARD: 24 STORIES THROUGH PICTURES (with CD)
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – INTERMEDIATE

A rich resource offering teachers a fun and motivating way to improve the
fluency of teenage students. There are 24 picture stories each accompanied
by a variety of tasks, culminating in the students writing their own version.
Interviews and stories connected to each story are on the accompanying CD.

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER BRITISH HISTORY HIGHLIGHTS (with poster)
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

This fascinating title presents highlights of British history in a way which
will directly appeal to teenage students. Topics include Crazy Kings and
Cool Queens, Worst Wars and Dreadful Disasters. Students are prompted
to link historical events to present day situations, and personal project
suggestions are included.

www.link2english.com

ELEMENTARY – PRE-INTERMEDIATE

BY SARAH JOHNSON AND
KATHERINE STANNETT

RAPS FOR LEARNING ENGLISH

CD
INSIDE!

HAVE YOU SEEN THE MARY GLASGOW
ENGLISH MAGAZINES? For more information, visit our

website: www.link2english.com

Raps cover file0307.indd   1 08/03/2007, 09:17:11
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Speaking & Listening Cross-Curricular Activities

Includes 
free

 poster!

FREE LESSONS ONLINE!
Download free pages from 

our books at
www.englishtimesavers.com

FREE LESSONS ONLINE!
Download free pages from 

our books at
www.englishtimesavers.com

Intermediate Listening
INTERMEDIATE– ADVANCED (B1– C1)
edited by Judith Greet

This book contains a motivating variety of communicative activities 
based around authentic and semi-authentic listening extracts. Topics 
range from mobile phones, moral dilemmas and addictions to finding 
the perfect partner and football hooliganism. Activities are supported 
by comprehensive teaching notes with pre- and post-listening 
suggestions.

96 pages plus  
2 CDs

ISBN 9781900702997

Pronunciation Activities
ELEMENTARY–   INTERMEDIATE (A1–  B1)
Bill Bowler

This essential resource is full of fun pronunciation activities aiming to 
improve students’ fluency and confidence, and to equip them with the 
skills they need to understand and be understood in the world today.  
A free colour poster of the phonemic chart with accompanying ideas 
for exploitation is also included.

96 pages plus CD 
and free poster

ISBN 9781904720140

Speaking Activities
PRE-INTERMEDIATE– ADVANCED (A2– C1)
Peter Maggs & Jon Hird

A collection of fun speaking activities which will really motivate 
students to communicate in English. Activities include role-plays, 
dialogues, discussions and speaking games, focusing on specific 
language areas as well as general communication.

80 pages

ISBN 9781900702638

Cross-curricular English Activities
ELEMENTARY–  INTERMEDIATE (A1–  B1)
Melanie Birdsall

An extensive collection of exciting and interactive activities in English 
for maths, geography, life skills, history and science. Students use 
language skills to design a town, find out if they are a good friend, 
or test their knowledge of recycling. A variety of activities present 
subjects in a fun and stimulating way.

96 pages

ISBN 9781900702584

British History Highlights
PRE-INTERMEDIATE–  UPPER-INTERMEDIATE (A2–  B2)
Bill Bowler & Lesley Thompson

This collection presents highlights of British history in a way which 
will directly appeal to teenage students. Topics include Crazy Kings 
and Cool Queens, Worst Wars and Dreadful Disasters. Students 
are prompted to link historical events to present day situations, and 
personal project suggestions are included.

96 pages  
plus free poster

ISBN 9781904720294

Activities, Games, Quizzes & Raps

Raps! For Learning English
ELEMENTARY– PRE-INTERMEDIATE (A1– A2)   
Sarah Johnson & Katherine Stannett

ELT songs and chants are brought up-to-date with 25 cool raps to 
support lexical and grammatical development.Illustrated activities 
extend language points, with a full index to help you find the right rap. 
Topics range from “American Cousins” focusing on the differences 
between the UK and the US, to football, Christmas, Halloween and 
many more.

64 pages plus CD

ISBN 9781900702218

Includes free
Brilliant Britons 

poster!



From the publishers of

TIMESAVER
More Raps
for Learning English

A photocopiable resource
for busy teachers

• This 64-page resource book contains
25 cool raps to motivate students
whilst consolidating vocabulary and
grammar. Fun activities extend the
language points and each lesson
ends with a short productive task. 

• Topics range from Sibling Rivalry to
Festivals, Revision to Ecology, Health
to Gossip, and many more.

• Warm-up and follow-up tasks are
included in the Teacher’s Notes along
with a full answer key.

• A supplementary section provides
students with opportunity to write
and perform their own raps

• An audio recording of the raps
accompanies the book.

LEVEL: 
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

• TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

• TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

• TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

• Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.link2english.com

SKILLS

TIMESAVER PRONUNCIATION ACTIVITIES (with 2 CDs + poster)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This essential resource is full of fun pronunciation activities aiming to
improve students’ fluency and confidence and to equip them with the
skills they need to understand and be understood in the world today. 
A free colour poster of the phonemic chart with accompanying ideas for
exploitation is also included.

ISBN: 1-904720-14-5

TIMESAVER STORYBOARD: 24 STORIES THROUGH PICTURES (with CD)
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – INTERMEDIATE

A rich resource offering teachers a fun and motivating way to improve the
fluency of teenage students. There are 24 picture stories each
accompanied by a variety of tasks, culminating in the students writing their
own version. Interviews and stories connected to each story are on the
accompanying CD. 

ISBN: 1-904720-27-7

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER BRITISH HISTORY HIGHLIGHTS (with poster)
PRE-INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

This fascinating title presents highlights of British history in a way which
will directly appeal to teenage students. Topics include Crazy Kings and
Cool Queens, Worst Wars and Dreadful Disasters. Students are prompted
to link historical events to present day situations, and personal project
suggestions are included.

ISBN: 1-904720-29-3

www.link2english.com

ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

BY KATHERINE STANNETT
WITH EMMA GRISEWOOD

M
ore Raps for Learning English

CD
INSIDE!
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ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

EDITED BY JANE MYLES

GAM
ES

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas for 
classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing or 
revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language 
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

SKILLS

TIMESAVER PRONUNCIATION ACTIVITIES (with 2 CDs + poster)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This essential resource is full of fun pronunciation activities aiming to 
improve students’ fluency and confidence and to equip them with the skills 
they need to understand and be understood in the world today. 
A free colour poster of the phonemic chart with accompanying ideas for 
exploitation is also included.

LANGUAGE PRACTICE 

TIMESAVER 50 MIXED-ABILITY GRAMMAR LESSONS
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This rich resource provides grammar practice activities for the mixed-ability 
class covering the main Elementary, Pre-Intermediate and Intermediate 
structures. Each lesson contains three graded levels of activity based 
around each structure. The fun and interesting topics and activities provide 
ideal consolidation and further practice of recently acquired structures.

TIMESAVER
GAMES
A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers

•  This 96-page resource book contains 
dozens of motivating activities for 
immediate use in the classroom. 
Timesaver Games enables your 
students to consolidate newly 
acquired language whilst having fun!

•  Activity types are varied and 
teen-focused and include personality 
quizzes, cultural games, wordsearches, 
theme-based board games, 
pronunciation games, logic puzzles, 
crosswords and memory games. 

•  All activities have been tried and 
tested by teachers and their classes. 
The material is flexible and can be 
used with a variety of class types, 
including mixed-ability classes, and 
can also be set as homework.

LEVEL:  
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

From the publishers of

www.englishtimesavers.com Go to: 
www.englishtimesavers.com

VISIT OUR WEBSITE TO SEE THE 
FULL RANGE OF TIMESAVER TITLES!

ISBN 978-1-900-70241-6

9 781900 702416

Games_cover_schol.indd   1 14/03/2008   14:02:23
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ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATEFrom the publishers of

TIMESAVER
Mind Twisters, 
Puzzles & Games

A photocopiable resource 
for busy teachers

•  This 80-page resource book contains 
over 50 entirely authentic games 
and puzzles, adapted for teenagers 
learning English. Activity types 
include lateral thinking problems, 
quizzes, riddles, jokes, mazes and 
memory games. Each activity has a 
strong communicative focus which 
gives students real motivation to 
express themselves in English. 

•  Activities are graded by structure 
and are ideal for practising or 
consolidating new structures in a 
fun, informal way.

•  Activities vary in length from ten 
minute time-fillers to longer activities 
which can be used as the basis for a 
whole lesson.

LEVEL: 
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE  

M
ind Tw

isters, Puzzles &
 Gam

es

BY ANNA SOUTHERN 
& ADRIAN WALLWORK 

CLASSROOM PHOTOCOPIABLE TIMESAVERS
Ready-made activities for busy teachers!

•  TIMESAVERS are a series of supplementary photocopiable materials for 
English teachers to use with students aged 11 years and upwards.

•  TIMESAVERS save teacher preparation time with a wide range of easy-to-
use lessons and activities, providing refreshing and motivating ideas 
for classes at all levels. They are ideal for developing topics, introducing 
or revising language areas, or supplementing existing course materials.

•  TIMESAVERS are easy to use! Simply select the activities by language 
point, activity type or theme and photocopy the pages you need! 
A full answer key is included.

•   Other titles in the TIMESAVER series
Here is a selection of some of the latest books to be published in this 
series. You can download sample pages from our books from the 
Teacher’s Resource Centre on our website: www.englishtimesavers.com

LANGUAGE AND CULTURE

TIMESAVER: FOR REAL! ENGLISH IN EVERYDAY SITUATIONS (with CD)
ELEMENTARY – INTERMEDIATE

This Timesaver provides a wealth of reading and listening activities based 
on a range of authentic and semi-authentic realia. Activities provide 
opportunities for discussion about Britain and cross-cultural comparison, as 
well as providing practical information for those planning a trip to the UK. 
Activities aid integrated skills development and revise specific structures in 
an enjoyable and meaningful way.

TIMESAVER: CUSTOMS & LIFESTYLE IN THE ENGLISH-SPEAKING WORLD (with CD) 
INTERMEDIATE – UPPER-INTERMEDIATE

This informative resource presents aspects of lifestyle and culture in 
Australia, Canada, New Zealand and South Africa. Each country is viewed 
through a range of topics, including sport, food and folklore. 
A CD recorded by native speakers is included. 

SKILLS

TIMESAVER: NEWSPAPER ARTICLES TO GET TEENAGERS TALKING
UPPER-INTERMEDIATE – ADVANCED

A stimulating collection of articles from a variety of British newspapers 
covering themes from the environment and war to food and shopping. 
Great material to get your students discussing the issues of the day!

Mind Twisters,
Puzzles & Games

www.englishtimesavers.com

Visit our website to 
see the full range of 
TIMESAVER titles! 
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Scholastic DVD Readers

New 
Series!

NEW SERIES FOR 2012!
Introduce your students to authentic English with the brand-new 

Scholastic DVD Readers series!

Travel the world with our engaging non-fiction series of DVD readers 
based on popular UK TV documentaries and international films. 

 Easy to use: read a chapter, then watch the clips!

 Authentic English, supported by a simplified voiceover

 Cross-curricular vocabulary for content area learning

 Up to thirty minutes of DVD material with every reader! 

 Published at CEF levels, A2 and B1

www.englishtimesavers.com

Activities, Games, Quizzes & Raps

Personality Quizzes
ELEMENTARY– UPPER INTERMEDIATE (A1– B2)
edited by Viv Lambert

This book provides 50 engaging personality quizzes covering all areas 
of teenage interest including love and romance, friendship, travel and 
adventure, clothes and fashion, family and more. Lexical and structural 
indexing makes it easy to find language points to be practised.

80 pages

ISBN 9781900702201

More Raps for Learning English
ELEMENTARY– INTERMEDIATE (A1– B1)  
Katherine Stannett (with Emma Grisewood)

A collection of 25 more raps providing fun and stimulating material to 
use in the teenage classroom. Raps and accompanying activities will 
extend students’ vocabulary and give practice in relevant structures. 
Tasks include quizzes, word searches, crosswords and games as well 
as listening activities.

64 pages plus CD

ISBN 9781904720423

Games
ELEMENTARY– INTERMEDIATE (A1– B1) 
edited by Jane Myles

Dozens of photocopiable, timesaving and motivating activities 
suitable for use in all teaching situations, including mixed ability 
classes, warmers, fillers or even as homework. The exercises enable 
consolidation of newly acquired language whilst having fun with 
puzzles and a rich variety of activity types.

96 pages

ISBN 9781900702416

Mind Twisters, Puzzles & Games
ELEMENTARY– INTERMEDIATE (A1– B1) 
Adrian Wallwork & Anna Southern

A popular collection of authentic games and puzzles adapted for the 
English language classroom, including lateral thinking problems, 
quizzes, riddles, jokes, mazes and memory games. Categorised by 
language point, activities are ideal for practising or consolidating new 
structures in a fun, informal way. They can be used as warmers, time-
fillers or as the basis for a whole lesson.

80 pages

ISBN 9781904720003

FREE LESSONS ONLINE!
Download free pages from 

our books at
www.englishtimesavers.com
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If you have difficulty obtaining your books,  
or require further information, please contact 

Tel: +44 (0)20 7756    
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